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A(TOlTNT OF A JOllRNEY THROUGH
NORTHEASTERN TEXAS
29
(Editor's Note: This is the third ami final installment of an account of
a trip tllrough Northeastern Texas made by Edward Smith,)
NOTE: '1 rrell'W, Conn r, Jl'., imm eli, te past President of the East Texa
Historical Association, is a 'oHector of Texas Maps, Among the photo-
copie of maps in hi, collection j a map showing the route of inspector.
through NOl'lh-Eastel'l1 Texa - in 1 49, H first thought thi j.HJrticul<1l" map
had been made for inspect rs of land certificates, but the map began ill
Jeffer on and made a circular route, in tead of beginning Ot' returning to
Austin, Then he I' alizecl that the year 1849 Was not the date of the inspec-
tion of L,lnd Certificates for they had been authorized by the Fourth Con-
gress of th Republic, Latel' he lea rned the map of the inspection trip
through Texas in 1849 had b n taken from a book \\'hieh wa.' written by an
Englishman, Edward 'mith, Conner was intrigued by the map and was
d termined to fllld the book from which it \\'a tak n, Through th assist-
ane of the Daingerfield Public Library, he obtained a copy of Smith's
book, and 'onner and his wife working- together rna Ie an exact typed
copy, The b'ast Tcxa~ Histo') ical JOIl1"1wl u'ing Conner' copy.i reproduc-
ing the book in three installment.
A, a result of DJ', Smith's report, in Odobel' 1 50, about one hundred
English colonists a1Th'ed in Galveston and made a difficult o\'erland trip
to the Bosque, Rome fifty mile;; north of Wac, and stablished a colony,
They settled in a fertile \'alley and e tablished what they called the ity
of Kent. Kent was carefully plotted, Inexperience, poor management by an
immigrant company. a severe winter, hostile Indians, unsanitary dugout
houses, and disease caused the c: lony to be abandoned. Some of the colonists
mo\'ed to other area' in Texas. some to other states, ancl a few returned
t England,
..\CCOl'NT F A JO nNEY
through
NORTH-EASTERN TEXAS
Un I rtaken in 1849
Embodied in
A REPORT
To Which Are Append d
LETTERS AND VERBAL COMl\IUNICATlONS
from Eminent Individuals
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Lists of Temperature; of prices of land, produce, and articles of
merchandise; and of cost of carriag-e and labour; in several parts
of the Western and Southern States;
And the recently adopted
CO~STITUTION OF TEXAS
with
]\faps from the Last Authentic Survey
by
ED'\VARD SMITH
M.D., L.L.B., B.A., &c.
LONDON
Hamilton, Adams, & Co., Paternoster Row
Birmingham: B. Hudson, Bull Street
1849
TO HENRY FREARSON, Esq.
Slavery
Since this subject iH very important to us, antI now attracts an unusual
amount of attention in the States, 1 have paid much regard to it, so that
you might be informed of the present position of the subject so far aR
\ve have had opportunity to investigate it. We have travelled in the free
states of New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, .Michigan, hldiana, and Ohio,
and have seen the free Negroes and have heard the views of the aboli-
tionists. We have also touched upon, or travelled in, the slave state~ of
Missouri, Kentueky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Texas, and I have lost no opportunity of eom-ersing with the slaves respect-
ing' their condition, and have daily discussed the subject with slave owners.
I have not experienced the slightest rudeness from the lattel', but a ready
willingness to admit the evils of slavery, and to receive my disapprobation
of the s}Tstem. It is evident that any stranger may fearlessly and freely
express his opinions re~peeting it, so long as he conducts himself as a
gentleman; hut they will not tolerate a man enterillJ;; their plantations, and
preaching- abolitionist doctrines.
From my conversation with slave-holders and others in the Slave States,
I have learnt the following:
lst. They admit that the Free States are higher in the social scale
than Slave States; and that in the fonner there is more general morality,
wealth, intelligence, ann comfort.
2nd. They b~lieve slavery to be an evil, and sincerely curse the day on
"\vhich it was introduced.
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3rd. They aloe willing to emancipate their slaves on two conditions being
agreed upon; that th y hall be paid the full value of the sla\'es, as was
the case with the West India planters, and that the lave- be deported
from the country, They b::lse the former claim upon the fact that a large
pI"opotiiol\ of the pl'e ent race of IJlanters have labollreu ,,'jth their own
hands to procure the money with which they have purchased their slave ;
which then \\"as, and now is, not only a profitable, but a legal mode of
investment, As it re-, ect the latter it is well known that a prejudice un-
favourable to the Negro still exists alike in free and in slave states,
In the free 'tates the inLCITnalTiage of the black and whiti! is looked
upon with disgust, and a C'lel'gYll1an can scarcely be found who will
officiate at such a ceremony, In tt'avelling, the coloured man must not enter
the ordinary cal'J'iages, but mu:.:t enter in an inferior train, In steam boats,
a coloured lady must not sleep in the same b rth with a white one, but
must lie upon deck. They dare not sit with the white whilst worshipping
the God \\'ho made them both, but must occupy the "coloured" seat, Ot'
attend the "coloured" place of wOt'ship, At the theatres, they occupy the
"coloured" gallery, or they may enter a portion of the upper boxE'~, which
has been appropriated for their reception, at a charge equal to that which
enables the white to enter the lower boxes, In no position are they seen
but as barbers or sen'ants, except in one or two plates where there is a
small settlement of Negro Cannet", By intermL,tUl'e of white blood the
coloured man has an intellectual development, (lnd a shrewdnps ,and ome-
times an education, equal til that of the whill~ mall; but till they say that
he is not fitted to occupy the usual positions of society, and he is a tl'odden-
down and despised creMure, The coloured and the white chilriren mingle
together in the samp, Cree school in country places, in the State of New
York; but in t,hp: City of New York, there is a "black" and a "white" school.
In the free states of Ohio, I I1lliana , Illinois, anti Iowa, the coloure(1 man
is not reckoned with in tbe hasis of I'epr sentation.
In t.he free st.ates of Ohio, Illinois, Connecticut, New Jersey, Indiana,
MichigclIl, Iowa, Pennsylvania, that i,;-in eight out of fifteen free states-
a Negro has no ,'ote,
In the state of New 'i ork, a white man may vote wi thout a property
qualification, but a coloured man mllst have two-hundred-and-fifty dollars
worth of real property,
In the slave states all political privileg , are denied to the coloured man,
whether free Ot' slave; and nil social, except a certain right to protection
and support. They C<lnnot legally intermarry, either amongst themselves,
01' with whites, In New Orleans there is a large number of free coloured
ladies of excellent education, and possessed of wealth, who live in concu-
binage with white men, ,;i~lc,' t,hey cannot be legally married to them, A
distingu.ished American general has several childl"E'1l result.ing from such
concubinage, who finel baniel's e'-elywhere to their entrance into society,
The slave-holdel' would not at, pre ent receive money for theit· slaves, if it
were offered iu ordet' to emancipate them, and permit them to live in the
country; because they are indisposed to grant them free polit.ical privileges,
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and they b lieve that permitting them to perfot1)) a legal marriage with
whites, would deteriorate the white rac , The present unhallowed inter-
mixture of the races i not defended by anyone: yet they belie\'e that by
it the coloured race is le\'atedj but if the Negro man imermarried with
a white woman, it would deteriorate the white race. These objections are
not well founded, ince according to th spirit of their con titution th
II' coloured man ought to enjoy like pri\'ileges with the whit manj and
it is evident from th prejudice. et xi ting in the free state that the
intermaniage of th black man an 1 white \I'omen would not be frequ nt,
whilst the intercoUl' e of the white man with the black woman would be
materially diminished.
4th. They adopt the opinion of 'assiu M. lay, that within a "ery limit d
pel'iod the pure black blood will ha\'e left the country and that th time
is not very distant when the Negm blood \I'ill have altogether disappeared
from amongst them. It i well known that for \'ery many years no 1 egroes
ha\'c been im]lOlted into the tate., and also that mulatt 5 are inCl'easinp;
with gigantic rapidity. The child of a white and pure black is a mulatto;
of a mulatto and white. a near approach to the white; and f th while
with this latter one, a pure white, On board the boat On which we travell d
up the Ohio was a mulatto woman with a child so white that neither his
complexion, hair, feature, nor figure indicated the slightest taint of negro
blood, In thi: manner, jf in no othel' political and social privileges will,
re long, be gh'en to the dcscendant of the Negro.
5th, Slave labour materially lessens the value of while labour, and there-
fore the white population are to a man in favour of abolition, The ystem
is fostered in Maryland by making the sla\'es a part of the basi of rep-
resentation and y t depriving them of their vote; in irginia and aro-
lina, Florida and G orgia, by gi\'ing three votes to e,'ery slaveholder for
very five adult la\'e possessed by him; in }\·[aryland. Kentucky, l\Ii'-
sissippi, Alabama, Mis ouri, Florida, Texas, and Georgia, by refusing
to permit a slave-holder to emancipate hi,:; shl\'es without . ending them
out of the Territory, or gl\'ing bonds that the' shall ne\'er be chargeable
to the State; and in outh arolina, by requiring that the representa-
ti\'es to the Legislative Houses shall be slave-holder. Had it not been for
these legal advantages given to the slave holders, the white labouring
population would ere this han~ det'rce I the abolition of slavery.
Gth. That white labour would be more advantageous to them than slave
labour, even in cotton and sugar planting, if they would always a 'sure
th mseh'es of it; but the white bboUl'er is too independent to render it
safe for any man to tl'Ust to his assi tance in seasons of pressure, as
during the time of cane pres ing, ugal' boiling and cotton picking, White
men ar associated with s]a\'es in many occupation, since from their
superior intelligence they ar able to head the gangs. The slave cares not
to do work in which he ha so little interest, and thus the fairly-paid whit
man will perform a much gr ater amount of work in a given time than
the slave, and render hi!; :en'ices even mol' profitable.
~th. In many occupation', as in th art and manufactures. and also in
the ordinary kinds of farming, it is not profitable to hire slave labom', and
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such plantations are known to be rapidly wasting, Thus the HOD. Dr.
Edwards, represeutative in Congress from Lancaster, Ohio, stated to roe
that in a certain district neal' to Washington where he formerly resided,
there were 4,800 slaves eleven years ago, and now there are only 600, the re-
maillder having been solei to pay the debts aCCl-uing from the yearly loss
upon the fanns. He is acquainted with many plantations where one or more
Negroe are sold yearly, in order to pay eJ..-pences. We also found, on our
inquiry from the slaves, tbat nearly everyone to whom we spoke had been
imported from the mOl'e northern of the southem states, as Kentucky and
Tennessee, wbere ordinary agTicultill'e is calTied on.
8th, Tbey see a storm arising, and whilst they magnanimollsly talk about
takillg up arms to defend thei.r institutions, it is e,-.i.deut that they fear
the reSUlts, and think it to be a far more desirable matter to effect a com-
promise. Th..is appears to be the most important momeJlt which has ever
occwTed, as it respects the institution of slavery; and I can testify to
the great anx.iety which is univel"ally felt as regards the issue. Th.is
an.x.iety is most common to the slave-holdel'S of Louisiana, South Cal'O-
lina and Florida, as a whole; and to certain parts of Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, and Texas, since in those paris slavery is profitable. It is now
well known tbat the states of Kentucky, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
Tennessee, North Cal'oli na, and lVlissouri, have long been aware of the un-
profitableness of the slave system; and although many planters oppose
abolition, it is believed that the people, as a whole, ardently desire it.
Cassius M. Clay, n phew of the celebrated Henry Clay, is the great apostle
of the abolition movement in these States, and desel"'ves well of all persons
desiring the e",-tinction of slavery.. As heir to his father's property, he
became possessed of many slaves, He had been educated in the New Eng-
land states, and had drunk deeply of the abolition spirit, so that he desired
to emancipate his slaves, and yet retain them in the State, the which is
not permitted by the Constitution of Kentucky. In order to effect his pill'-
pose, he made an effort to change the Constitution, but lost by a minority
of one vote only. He then obtained a private act of the Legislature, per-
nUtting him to carry out his designs, and made the noble sael'wce of
$300,000. He is still tbe gTeat opponent of the institu ion, and seems to
be the only man who dares to come out boldly and take the stump against
it. He has nov.~ obtained the consent of the Legislature to remodel the
Constitution, and the issue rests upon the elections of the present month.
In the opinion of the northern people the cause is li.kely to succeed in
Kentucky, and if such should pro\'e to be the fact, the following very
important consequences will probably ensue,
a, The example will be followed by the sLx remaining states already
mentioned, the planters of which will hasten to sell their slaves to the
southerner at a sacrifice so as to prevent a greater loss.
b. These slave must be introduced in to Louisiana and Flol·ida prin-
cipally; for those States as a whole can alone employ slavel'Y to profit,
but some portion of them will be catTied into lla.rrow districts of the other
Southern States. TIus large importation of slaves into these nanow lim.its
will render that kind of labour so abundant that it will not repay itself,
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and will very much lessen the value of the slaves a.1ready held there; and
thus the planters in those States will be large 10se!"S upon the existing
stock, and their pL'ospective increase. The institution will become a burden,
and the more so that they cannot rid themselves of it except at a lumous
sacrifice; for the States could never collect sufficient funds to emanci-
pate all these slaves, and never could pay for their deportation to other
countries. Emancipation may be effected in the more nDrthern countries,
but it must be at the sacrifice of the more southem planters. This is plainly
seen, and is universally undel'stood, and therefore it is that the pre ent
movement is regarded with ;;0 much am:iety.
It may be fairly assumed that tl1e southerners will throw every possible
impediment in the way of emancipation in Kentucky, and the neighbouring
States; but shou.ld they not succeed, they will as a measure of self-de-
fence, forbid the further importation of slaves into their States, or be driven
to some mode of emancipating their own slaves. To resist the importation
of slaves undeL' these circumstances would be to raise a violent commo-
tion wh.ich would end in a L'esort to arms, in which aU the States north of
South Carolina would be 1"aDO'ed against certain portions of those St.'ltes
to the south of that line, This contest would be too unequal to permit it
even to be entered into, and therefore there appears the greate t proba-
bility tbat these States will defend t.hemselves by emancipation also.
We must regard the ex.isting circumstances as auguring well for the
future. The judgment and the fears of the southerner lead them to be
ready to give emancipation on Ule tel1l.1S proposed by them. The determi-
nation Df the northerner' is to bring about this emancipation and al-
though the southern politicians are as they have ever been, in the a..«cen-
dant, yet the adhesion of the intennediate States to the northern, will
give the reqlli ite preponderance to the emancipation cause. When we re-
member th.e ardout' and perserverance of the American character, and the
intelligence of their leaders, we must believe that the day approaches
when the axe shall be laid to the root of thi upas tree. It is very probable
that slavery will be abolished gradually, as it wa. in the NOl-thel'll States.
From the slaves themselve , and from other partie. I have learnt that,
with few exceptions, they are kindly treated, are not over-',orked, and
have abundance of fODd, clothi.ng and efficient medical attention. We saw
them lodged in small cabins, sometimes rudely buiJt, and in other place
very neatly built, but always partaking of the character of the planter's
or overlooker's hou e, near to which they stand. A slave, his wife and
family, occupy a cabin exclusivel.·, unless the family be mall, when two
or more families live together. A few of the planters are short-sighted
enough to crowd their cabins, but t.hey do it at their co t. When returning
from Texas, and near to Slu'eveport, in LOlli iana, r called upon a planter
who owned about one hundred-and-five slaves. He was in great distress,
and told rue that he had lost twelve of his people b)T cholera; four addi-
tional had died during the day; one was then dying, and he had many
others similarly attacked, and upon inquiry at the ne;.,,"t planter's house, I
was infonned that this is one of those short-sighted men who unnaturally
crowd thei.1" cabins. The planters find it to be their advantage to u e their
Neg-ros well. They always perm.it, and indeed urge, the sla~'e to do over-
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work by planting a small plot of land set apart for his own use, with com,
cotton, tobacco, or other produce. This they do after the day's work is over,
and also on Sundays, when the law does not allow the master to require
them to work; and therefore we saw them clean and well-dressed, lying
upon the banks of the rivers as we passed by. When the produce is gath-
ered, it is sold by the planter, and the proceeds given to the slave. Some
slaves prefer to cut wood, which is sold to the steam boats; and all supply
themselves with vegetables from their own garden. Many industdous slaves
can thus obtain from $50 to $250 pel' year, which they expend in the pllI-
chase of tea, coffee, sugar, whiskey, and other luxuries of the ta.ble, and in
clothing fit for any European gentleman. In large cities, as New Orleans,
they hire themselves from their master, at an agreed-upon sum, and work
for others as they prefer, and thus eaTn $20 to $25 per month for them-
selves. Very many slaves own horses, kept for their own use. and others
own lands; a.nd Captain Knight, of the "New World" stated that he knew
a slave who owned four drays and teams. and even slaves, VVllen they are
good servants, they a I'e much valued, and obtain every enjoyment which
they desire. They do not usually care to save money where with to pur-
chase theil" freedom, feeling that the protection of theil" masters is an ad-
vantage to them; but there al'e tho>:e, a;; the stewardess on board the boat
on which we descended the Mississippi, who have paid $1000 or $1500 for
their freedom.
The young coloured children are brought up with the planters' children,
and thus learn to read a lit:tle, but the planters forbid their leaming t.o
write. Those slaves who hire themselves in towns soon lealTI to read and
to write, to the annoyance of their masters. Most of the planters encourage
min.isters in giving religious instruction to their lave, for they have di.s-
covered that a good Chri tian i. not a bad servant. Many of them have
built chUl'ches upon their plantations, and gh7e large SLIms to religiou pur-
poses, They uniformly encourage maniage amongst their laves, and do
not require a man and woman to marry Ullles:- th.ey wish to do so, If the
man fancy a woman on another plantation, the masters agree to the mar-
riage, and one will £(·11 the husband or the wi.fe, 0 that one master may
own them both. As a whole, the slaves are deeply attached t the place of
their birth, and to the planter's children, with whom. they were l'alsec,
or whom they nul' ed in infancy; and this attachment is commonly re-
t;mnecl by the planter, so that he will not pa.rt with th slave. as long as
he lives, or can retain them. They never tasted fl'eedom, and do not feel
the want of it; and to be "as happy a a nigger" is a common phrase in
free and slave States alike. But it must never be forgotten that cruel mas-
ters do exist, and the hOlTors attending the hiring of slaves cannot be
exaggerated. The hil'er 1,a5 not the attachment for the hired, which the
master feels; neither bas he the risk to bear, which a rigorous mode of
treatment would indue ' He is compelled by contract to feed and clothe the
slave well, and to find him medical attention; but no contract can limit
the amount of labour which shall be required. and therefore he works his
slave night and day, and cares not if he kill him.
Slavery, as an institution. of course exists in every pa.rt of Texa . We
occasionally found slaves in the houses as domestics, at" in the mills, and
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here and there we saw them working in the field. The people are POOl' except
in Harrison, Cas, Red River, and Bowie counties, and are unable to own
or hire slaves extensively. We met with many person who do their own
work independent of slavery, and nlany of the e do so from a conscientious
abhorrence of the system. Those who own slaves work in the field with
t.hem, and bring up their children to wot'li: by their side. Slavery may be
used in cotton planting on the woodland, and until white labour is more
abundant it rna)' be used with some profit; but it is othenvise on the
reat prairies, which constitute the greatest part of N. E. Texas. Stock
rearing and /,'"1'ain growing is ther the ordinary occupation of the farmer;
and it is univer ally acknowledged that the superior int LUgen'e of the
white man rend 1'S him a far mOl'e elirrible servant in these occupations.
Fewer bands are required than ill c tton planting, and consequently white
labour cannot have nuch competition with slave labour. The prairies will
first be settled along the dge of the wood only, and therefore, he towns
being excepted, he population will long remain less on a given area than
on the woodland. These circumstances render it pos ible for the aboli-
tioni t to live in N. E. Texa without being disagreeably associated with
slavery, and under circumstance wber it will not be nece SaJ'y to
patronize it by employing it. We found many emigrants from the northem
states, a few of whom owned or hired a slave each; but they did it not
as a matter of principle, for they believe the institution to be a curoe, and
are prepared t take active steps to abolish it. There i a stron party
in fayoUl' of slavery and there are numbers wh object. to it and do not
employ it, and who object to it and do employ it.
The present rac of settlers has emigrated too recently to have organ-
ized any plan, either for the protection or abolition of lavery. The intro-
ducti n of Germans and other EurOpeaJ1S, who are abolitioni. • and that
of the inhabitants of northern and free states, is going on ",rith great
rapidity. Th se are usually poor, haye early imbibed an abolition spit'it
and feel slav ry to be an eviL by les ening the value of their own labour;
and s soon as the number of these persons shall ha\"e omewhat in-
creased, their domestic arrangements complet d, gh-ing them 1 isure
to attend to public questions, an all powerful arm will be r ised again t
th it· enemy. The slav holder in Texas has no political ad 'antage on
account of his laves; and therefore the Yote of the lJoor m n i equally
gooe! \\'ith that of the richest planter. The pp sition is bu lumbering
and waihng to acquire strength; but it is not the less an opposition. It
is felt that a slruggle is ready to commenc • that T~'as will be deeply
ao-Hated upon this question. Already are the planters jealou of Euro-
pean emigration, which is welcomed chietly by the great mass of land
speculators, who e:o..--pect their property to increase rapi Lly in -allle from
uch emigration. The duty of an bolitioTlist emigrating thither appear-
to me to be-to 10 ate himself in no position, nor engag in any under-
taking where he shall be greatly tempted to elllploy slaye labour, and
ne "e.l' to peak or think lightly of 0 gr at an evil; but he ught not to
commence a war against it [,0 as t unsettle the country un il public
opinion i ufficienUy ripened. His feeling will be sufficiently known
by his refusing to patronize slavery. L t him remain pa ive until the
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moment when the attention of the citizens is called to the question by
the force of circumstance, or by the influence of public opinion, aJld
then he will be ready to sta.rt up, and in a cODstitutionlll manner fill his
proper place.
Relative Ad\'antages of N. E. and Other Portions of Texas
The N. :E, portion of Texas appears to be Ie s advantageous to the
ettler, on some important points, than the southern and western portions.
A reference to the map will show that Ole parls below 32" latitude are
well supplied with navigable dvers.
1st. The Red River, which runs neal' the eastern border.
2nd. The Sabine, which for111s a large portion of the Eastern boundary.
3rd. The Neches; and its tributary the Allgelina, whicll is navigated
by keel and flat bottomed boat.
4th. The Tr'inity.
5th. The Brazos is DOW na igable to Washington; and from the ac-
companying letter of Mr. De Cordova i.t is more than probable that navi-
gation will be extended to a much hig-hel' point,
6th, The Colorado, which will soon be navigable to Austin.
7th. The Rio-Grande, and other we tern I'ivers.
Thus a11 that portion of this large country lying below 32~o of north
latitude, and to the east of 99 west longitude, is well supplied with nav-
igable l'iVel's; and the space of country inten'ening betwi.,-t these parallel
streams does not exceed fifty miles,
All this part of the country is beautifully watered by an endless
uccession of small creeks which moderate the temperatu.re, and drain
tHe ridges.
Sand bars are met with at the mouths of these rivers, as in all those
of the American coast, and in many of our own country, They pl'e\7ent
the entrance of first class boats, but in nearly the whole of them the
draught may be as great as that of the boats plying up the JIIjnois
dver, and the UPlIn' parts of the Ohio. From Blunt's American Coast
Directory, we learn that Galveston at its south pass, has ten or eleven
feet of water on the bal" and at the north pass seven and-a-half feet.
Along the shore for the space of fifty miles, there is tlu-ee fathom water
within one mile of shore. On the west of Ga.lveston to t.he mouth of the
Brazos, (fifteen miles) thPl'i', is three to fou[' fathom water, and vessels
drawing six feet can enter easily. The boats plying up the western
rivers have flatter bottoms than those crossing deep watel', and yet are
of gl'eat burden, The boat on which we ascended the l\1.ississippi and
Ohio w'aws under six feet, and when laden with 1000 tons does not draw
more tllSn. nine feet of water. On runnini:' up the Ohio we often grounded
in six feet water, and when the summer is further advanced, no boats
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can cross the bars, drawing more than two and-a-half feet of water, so
that the largest boats lay up in June, and the second class in AUgl.lst of
every year.
The lIU sissippi boat, the Sultan(/., drawing but about ten feet of water,
brought in one cargo to New Orleans:
3 '8 barrels of pOl'k and beef
1340 tierces of beef, ham and
483 eli tto Lard
1063 banels of ditto
3275 ba Tels of flour













The steamel'S plying up the Illinois ri.ver never draw more than
three feet when laden with 600 tons, and t\venty inche when light.
Small steam boats not drawing more than one fo t, run up the bayous
and little rivers of Louisiana. ,The vessels running from New Orleans
to Galveston, and from Galveston up the variou Texan rivers, al'e of
tJ is flat bottomed build, and are abundantly larg for the necessitie of
the country, In the communication betwh:t England and New Orleans,
vessels of the first class cannot enter the port of New Orlean , wher
there is only fifteen or sixteen f t of water even at the S, W. pass; and
therefore smaller ,essel , or those having flatter bottoms, al'e employed
in that trade, I is just 0 as it regards the communications betwixt
New York, New Orleans and Galveston; the largest v s els cannot enter.
but one drawing ten feet is abundantly large, It i believed that a portion
of the and bar existin at the ntrance of these river' may be removed
at a mod rate expen e, anel this improvem nt will doubtless be effected
as oon a the quantity of exported produce shall require such an outlay.
These rivers are na\;gable only during certain portion of the year, but
this is also the condition of the upper Missi ·ippi. the Ohio, the IIlinoi',
and Hudson river, and the Lakes and all of the nortllern ri\7ers.
The southern part of the State has a further advantage over the northel11
in being situated nearer to the sea; but this is not of so much moment
when it i remembered that the pro uce will arrive in ew Orleans in
about the same 1 ngth of time from ither place, and be habit of th
country is to charge disproportionately for small distances.
It is aid that the climate of the west is quite equal to that of the north-
east; that the heat is diminished by lhe same breeze which fan the northern
ettlel"s; and that the prail'ies are as uniformly large and undulating.
The productions of the north-west are very similar in nature. quantit·,
nd qmdity to those of the nOlth-ea t; but those of the south differ ma-
terially, There, it is too hot for the growth of small gl-ain and appl s,
and is hot nough for the ripening of oranges; and the staple products are
sugar, rice, and cotton, Stock is not raised in the immediate south, but is
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found in abundance on the fertiJe banks of the Colorado and the Brazos,
where the musquitoe grass abounds. It is probable that the southwest
is the most fertile portion of the countJ:y, since the black soil, which exists
only in the border counties of the north-east, extends through aU the
counties of the west and south-west.
The southern and south-western portions are certainly the most suited
to commerce at the present moment, since navigable streams, extensive
plantations, and settled communities, abound there; but this relation will
probably be changed by the infilLx of European capital and skill, and by the
Great Pacific Railroad traversing the northern region.
Northern Te..'Cas, however, possesses some important advantages over
southern Texas. The institution of slavery will be comparatively unknown
there, since the probable density of population, and the nature of its pro-
ductions and manufactures will not e>.:tensively SUppOl-t that system. The
elevated position of the northern ridge, the absenC€ of large river bottoms
and stagnant waters, and the existence of a most salubrious climate, will
ever render this part of the country most desirable as a resort for the
inhabitants of the southern part of Texas and of Louisiana. Grai.n growing
and stock raising are not so profitable as sugar and cotton planting, but
they are pursuits more congenial to the habits and tastes of Europeans,
and therefore that section of the country will be settled by persons diffeling
widely in taste and habit from those of the south. The productions of the
northem part of the country will always find a market in the more sout!lern
pOltions, and in the neighbouring southem states; and thus will it be
benefitted by the prejudice existing in these latter states to the raising of
the Ol'dinal-y kinds of aglicultural pL'Oduce.
As it respects security to person and property, N. E. Texas contrasts
favourably-, at present, with the far west and southwest. These latter
pOltions of the State are still i.nhabited by powerful tribes of Indians, who
retain much of theil' orig-i.nal character; and although they do not pro-
fess hostility to Americans, it is wel.l !mown that they do occasionally l'ob
and murder them.
Directions to Emigrants
Tbe following directions will be found useful to emigrants.
The clothing which they ought to take with them. The clothlllg uited
to the climate and the circumstances of the emigrant, i a lio-ht material
of strong texture, and of plain colours. The settler of ordinary condition
wear trong home-made calico shirts, which are vel-Y durable, but the
better classes, and tho e occupied in trade, wear long-cloth hirts, with
fancy fl'onts. The emigrant should select a Scotch dowlas and long-cloth
for shirts, linen drill, bleached or unbleaclled, and holland for coat, waist-
coat, and trowsers. For a better suit b should have the same articles
made of Brussels cord an I lasting; and he will do well to take some well
dyed black cloth coats, since good woolen cloths are dem" in the States.
He will not require over-coats, except those made of the gutta percha
cloth, which are best procured in America. A few Scotch plaid and horse
rug would be very convellient. CODJlllOn prints, muslins, alpacha lustres,
Coburg and Orleans cloths, bellzerines, and light ilks, are suitable for
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ladies dresses; and the white muslin is to be preferred. The French toile
du nord is commonly worn, and tills, as indeed all French articles, may be
procured on good terms at New Orleans. All rooticles made of fine linens,
lawns, muslins, s"iJks, satins, lace, and fine goods in general, with cotton
socks for men and ch.iIdren, silk or cotton stockings for women, and cotton,
thread, and silk gloves should be taken from this country. The ordinary
American leather is said to be inferior to that of the English, ancl there-
fore a good stock of common boots and shoes should be included in the
emigrant's baggage. The beaver cap is preferred to the hat for daily wear,
and may be purchased a little better in this country than in America. The
emigrant should supply bimself with a very large stock of the above-
mentioned ro'ticles the which, if reaHy in use, will be admitted duty free.
A few small good horse-hair mattresses would be requi.red, and also bam-
mocks for those of delicate health who dread sea sickness. Several strong
cotton or silk umbrellas and parasols for protection from the sU.n and
rain are indispensahle.
The tools and instruments required. The emigrant should carry with hun
all requisite carpenters' tools (except axes) of the best quality; also spades,
shovels, hoes, shears, sickles, twine, rope, chain, Rnd the iron-work for an
oven and other dome tic conveniences. The iron-work of a common turning
lathe, with the requisite tools, and a blacksmith's tool.s would be very
useful. Enamelled iron cooking utensils of evelJ' kind, and tin ware, all
of good quality with good crockery and common glass, should be abun-
dantly supplied. A few sash frames with the pane. 8xlO or 12...."16 in.,
opening vertically, and pa.nelled doors, 'would repay the carriage; but
\vindolVs a.re not univel'sally found in the Texans houses, neither are they
so indispensable as in our climate. They wowd occupy less space if not
put together. He might also take out a few double-barrelled guns of fair
quality, and about six inches longer in t.he barrel t.han Oll..r ordinary guns;
also a good rifle for his own use, and spare locks and hammers to fit the~e
gUllS. Fishing hooks, line, and nets, steel pans, pins, needles, and haber-
dashery in general, ought to be carried out in large quantities. Steam mills
are much required to grind corn, saw wood, clean cotton, and ca.rd cotton
and wool. Their cost will be found in tbe Jist appended to this ~port, and
I think it a far preferable COUl'se for the emigra.nt to take out a se<'ond-
hand engine, of eight or ten borse power, in good order, adapted to ljl;nd-
ing or sawing, and accompanied by Do mechanic who Cl1l1 work it, and keep
it in repair. Th.i i a most profitable trade in all new States. Windmills
are not met with in the States, but are very suited to Texas. The improved
looms for tl1e manufacture of cotton, linen, and common woolen goods, if
accompanied by workmen, could be employed to great profit.
The Custom House authorities in America are very civi.l , and the regula-
tions are never strictly enforced. as regards the baggage of emigrants;
but if large quantities of the aforesaid articles be can-ied out, an attempt
might be made to impose a duty upon them.. If a number of emigrants so
furnisbed intended to an-ive at the same port and at the salDe time, this
difficulty would be avoided by an agent. obtaining an oyder from the Secre-
tnry of the Treasury for the free admission of tbese articles, and espe-
cially for that of pianM and mechanical instrwnents, such as steam en ..
gines. The articles above-mentioned are those which are usually in1pol'ted
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into America for sale; and if the emigrant have purchased them here at
the wholesale price, he will still gain by carrying them out, if he pay the
usual duty upon thera.
Articles for Trade
The following list comprises most of the articles which a commercial emi-
grant could carry with him to profit,
Iron ena.melled saucepans and similar utensiJs of an ordinary quality;
tin ware; almost aU kinds of small agricultural implements, cutlery, twine,
rope, belt.s, hinges, bright chain, circulal' and other saws; also aU kinds
of edged tools, although the Americans think that they excel us in the
manufactw'e of these articles; but the English edged tools usuaUy im-
ported are of an inferior quality, English crockery of good pattern, pins,
needles, and all kind.~ of small haberdashery; double and single ban:eUed
guns of ordinary quality, English gun locks j conunon prints, lace, cotton
and si.U< stockings of the common kind, gloves, Linens, muslins, siLks, satins,
lawns, materials for dresses and Light coats, and fine articles in general.








7 ¥.z pel' cent
20 to 40 pel' c.
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Belts and other fastenings, Britannia ware, metal buttons,
candlesticks, locks, caster stands, coffee mills, frying pans,
copper vessels, corks, cutlery and spoons; agricultural,
musical, metalUc, rnathematical and philosophical instru-
ments; fire-irons, glidil'ons, japanned wares, iron screws
(wood screws excepted), fire arms (except rifles), g-un
locks, carpenters' edged tools, scale beams, bell pulls and
cranks, carriages, and aU part~ thereof, harness furni-
ture, metallic strings for musical instruments, cabinet
wares, china, crockery. Wedgewood ware, calico and print-
ed cottOllS; cotton, worsted, woolen and silk gloves and
stockings, cotton fringes, hooks and eyes, fish hooks, metal
thimbles, parasols and umbrellas, brass nails, circular
saws, specUlcles.
Brass wire, florentine buttons, types new and old, all
mercUlial prepa.rations, metallic pens, cotton, thread,
twist, yams, linen gloves, Hollands, linens, linen 1aW11 ,
sheeting.
Rag, whet, and wrought bur stones; jewellery, neecl1es,
and ivory mathematical instruments.
Gut strings for musical instTuments.
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2 $ per gross
2%$ each
Free
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Anvils, sm.iths' hammers, hoop iron, sheet iron, boiler
plates, butt binges, chain iron castings (not vessels), tin
in sheets.
Cut iron nails.
Wrought iron nails, lead, cast and wrought iron for locI)-
motives and steam engines.
ntarred Cordage.
Brads, less than 1,000 to the lb.
Twine.
Glass tumblers, plain or moulded.











Oporio, and claret wine in casks.
Madeira, and many kinds of white French wines in casks.
O!i\7e oil in casks.
Brads, more than 1,000 to the lb.
Pit cross cut and m.ill saws.
Spectacle glass, unset.
Rifles.
Grinding, rotten, polishing, and unwrougbt bur stones.
plaster of Paris, kelp, unrefined saltp tre, log-wood, and
nut gall, the librar:, implements of trade, and baggage
of emigrants.
Illlpl'o ....ed Stock
The impro\ ed stock is at present imported from Missouri and the elder
northern State, but it i by no means equal to the improved tock of Oill'
country. I would recommend severnI fanners to enter upon a mutual a1'-
rangem nt to take out the hest breeds. and to rai e them in the country,
interchanging the males f1' quently. The settlers avince great al1..cxiety to
improve their stock and are willing to give high prices for the pure or
improved breeds. Fin Durham cattle, sheep for the gTowt.h of wool. wel1-
bred small pigs good hounds and shepherd dogs woul I be \'ery profitable,
and hould be taken out so oon a they can be separated from the mother,
and be carefully packed on board the 'es I, and subsequently I,ept in
shady places, until they are acclimated. I think that our finest dray-horses
would do well in the countr~·. The breeding of mules is m05t lucrative, and
it is probable tha the larger imens of our o\rn specie of ass c uld
be imported and bred with ad\'antages for that purpose. The emigrant
hould 5upply himSl'lL with the best \'arieties of early apple', of vine,
grain, and grass seeds, and seeds of g-:uden vegetables; and infonu himse f
as to the b st mode of culth'ating the ilk WOlm, and of manu[actllling
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tobacco. The ol.ive would undoubtedly flou1"ish in Texas, and I recommend
the emigrant to procure good varieties of it and to learn the best mode
of culture of the tree, and the preparation of the oil. It is evident that
these recommendations will be best carried out by a number of individuals
emigrating to one and the same locality, who desire to pursue the same
occupation. They should divide all the best varities amongst themselves,
and interchnnge them with e.ach otber. Many tan yards axe already estab-
l.isbed, but many others could be maintained with great profit. The oak
bark is very abundant, and can be obtained without cost. The emigrant
should acquaiJlt himself with the most approved methods of tanning, since
we have learnt that the Americans rendet· their leather hard and brittle
by exposing the skin to the tanning solution during too lengthened a
period,
Labourers
The present mode of farTrUng is very simple and primitive; and if the
emigrant cannot take out more than one family, as assistants, he will do
better to select a mechanic who knows a little of farming, rather than
an agricultural labourer only.
The proper time, and other aLTangements, for Bailing.
So far as the voyage is concerned, it matters not when the emigrant
sets sail for New Odeans, since after the ship leaves the channel, she
enters the north-east tt'ade winds, wh.ich carry het' smoothly, at aU
season, into a pleasant southern clime. The only part of the voyage wh.ich
is u.npleasant or dangerous is \\'!illst passing down the channel; and there-
fore it is better to sail from Liverpool than London, for the ship enters
the open sea much sooner from t.he former than from the latter port. If
the migrant intend to proceed by a London ship, he should place his
luggage on board the vessel in London, and himself join the ship at Ports-
mouth. The passage, in the winter months, to New Yot'k is far more dis-
a<l"l eable than to New Orleans; and it is stated by a competent authority
that the -inter trip to New Ol'leans i.5 quite as pleasant as the summer
pa age to New York.
If the em.igrant arrive in New Orleans at the commencement of December,
he will have the follo\';ing advantages. The hot, sickly season on the
Mississippi will have long pa sed over. The water in the Red River wilt
be sll.fficie ltly high to permit boats to pas up to Jefferson. The rainy
eason will not have set in, and therefore the roads will be tolerably "'001.
H will arrive in t.ime to make his location comfoltable befol'e the corn
should be planted, and be will plant his corn so early that the possible
accunance of a dl-Y summer may not injure the crop. If he arrives in
Texas in February or March, he will be in season to plant b.is corn, and
the mins wilt have ceased, but leaving the roads in bad condition. The
a\'erage length of passage to New Orleans is forty to forty-five days, and
therefor the migt'ant may set aU from England at an.y period between.
October and January. It is of gt'eat moment to select a sh.ip which has
large and clean accommodations, and an efficient, temperate, and agreeabl
captain. In these l'e pects the American ships are to be preferred to the
English. ff the first cabin be selected, the cost will be £ 18 to £ 20, for each
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adult, amI the emigrant must infonn himself 1'e pecting the table, which
is usually fa I" infe1101' to that on the New York ships. If the second
cabin or steerage be preferred, th charge is £ 8 for the former, £ 4 10 s
for the latter; and he should endeavoill' to make his an-angements with
the captain in person, avoiding all emigration agents. He should take an
abundant upply of good pickled pOl'k and beef, tongues, ham, bacon, po-
tatoes, pickles, plum-c.ake, and suet-pudding. The sh.ip is und to furnish
a certain quantity of bread stuffs, which may be given in rice, biscuits,
bread, 01' flour, at their option; but I advise the emigrant to take some
good flour in a barrel, and baking powder, and to bake their cakes before
the fire daily. He must be watchful lest his provision agent impose upon
him; and to prevent this imposition, let him select the ham, bacon, and
tongues in the country, and prepare a round of good spiced beef at home.
Derbyshire oat-cakes and oatmeal are very suitable. Fine tea and sugar
are e selltial. Be should take as great a variety of food as possible, and
each article ought to be of the best quality, for nothing more diminishe
the hOlTor of a long sea voyage than does goo I food. It is better to
appoint one per 'on to superintend the cooking for the party, and also to
give a gratuity to the cook, for pelTnission to u his utensils and stove.
The utensils shou.ld be abundant and strong, so that they may be useful
aftenvards, as well as dwing the voyage. Soap, tow Is, and coar e clean
underclothing will be requiJ:ed in abundance, and the emigrant should
remember that "cleanliness is next to godliness." The over-clothing should
not be valuable. All the boxes should be strongly made, and hay good
locks; and should never be left unlocked, for no pa sage i made \\ithout
a robbery being committed. Money should be taken in English sovereigns
only, which pass as the ordinary coin of the country, and are worth from
4.83 to $4.85, and it is well to deposit it with the captain, and to take
his acknowledgement for it, Cheerful aod amusing books are very sen';ce-
able, of which Robinson Crusoe should be the model. The practice of part-
'inging is pre-eminently adapted to diminish th tedium of the voyage.
Abov all, the em.igrant shouJd arise early, and be on deck suitably clad
in all weathers. It is of great moment to have a sW'geon on board, fo,'
when three hu.ndl'ed to seven hundred persons are crowded into dirty
berths for the space of six weeks, it is fair to assume that some djsease
will appear; and it is an appalling fact which ought to be bette I' kJl0\Ql,
that hundreds of lives are sacrificed yearly to the carele sness and cu-
pidity of ship-owners, since diseases which terminate fatally on board
ships which do not carry a surgeon, might have been r a lily removed
by any ordinaTy medical man.
As it respect sea-sickness, I advise the emigrant to take small quant'ti s
of tea and dry toast only, so long as any violent ickness occur. He should
never fear the sickness, but vomit whenever thel"e is the slighte t dis-
position to do so; and even when there is a sense of oppres ion at the
stomach, but without sickness supervening, he will do well to vomit, so
as to remove the i.n;tating ecretion. Walking or lying down on the d ck
should be a con tant practice. I think spi.rits, wines, and all similar
liquors to be injulious, except in cases of danger.
lt is far better fol' the emigrants to charter a good vessel, and to pre-
pare their own accommodation. The American la\\' permits two persons to
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be carried for every five tons of the ship's tonnage. It is impossible to
ascertain the cost of chartering a vessel, except at the present moment;
but one of 800 tons may be hired in October or November for a sum
varying from £ 400 to £ 750. Such a vessel would carry 320 persons, and
their goods, and have orne spare room for mel"Chandise. Good rations
can be provided at a cost for each adult of 8d to Is per day.
New Orleans. When an'ived at New Orleans, the emigrant should request
permission for his luggage to remain on board, until he has selected a
vessel plying up the Red River, and has made all requisite arrangements
in that city. The expense, risk, and annoyance of any delay at New Orleans
or any border town at very great, and therefore the emigrant wiII do
well to avoid them; but he must stay in New Orleans a length of time
sufficient to permit him to procure a good supply of every article which
he may yet require. By applying at the quartermaster's office, he may now
obtain excellent waggons which were used in the Mexican war, at half
the u ual cost. If he desire to have a carriage, I recommend him to pur-
chase a buggy waggon, which is very convenient and suitable to the
country, It is built on springs, holds six persons, has a flat roof, and
is enclosed by gutta percha curtains. He must purchase ox yokes and chains,
plough and other agricultural implements, including a corn sheller, a hand
or other kind of corn mill, a small pump, a cooking furnace, which will
also be supplied with a set of good copper utensils a grate, on which to
cook corn bread; window glass, shingles for the roof of his house, clothing,
salt, one or more ba.l.Tels of Ohio flow', and mess pork for immediate use;
sugar, molasses, coffee, soap candles, common household fw·n.itw'e, caps,
nails, and all the necessary atiicles.
He will now have to make a bargain with the captain of the Red River
boat for the carriage of his family and goods, and then have the latter,
with hi baggage from the ship, put on board. I can recommend the Gadde,
1I1onte1' y and the Violett, but not the Tallahatchie. The freightage to Jef-
ferson is $6 each for his wagon and carriage, and about 2s, 6d, for every
5 c. ft. of baggage, if the quantity be unreasonable. The cabin fare is
$10 to $12 found, for each adult. The steerage is a very dil-ty place, without
beds, and the cost is very small. He will reach Jefferson in about four days.
We found it to be impossible to asceliain the cost of chatiering a ves-
sel to take the emigrants from New Orleans to Jefferson; since the
charge can only be determined at the moment of effecting the atTange-
ment. It is probable that it will range betwixt $1000 and 1500.
Jefferson. Having atTIved at Jefferson, he may find ox-waggons which
have brought produce to that pOli, and he may hire one or two yoke of
oxen to take on his waggon until he can purchase steers. It is not wise
to purchase steers near to Jefferson; since in the woodland they are usually
small, in bad condition, and at a lower price. Ii no ox-waggon be then in
Jeffer on, he will (after submitting to some delay and imposition) be able
to hire horses to take them a few miles from the place, where he may
hil'e, or purchase steers amongst the neighbouring farmers. Oxen are
preferred to horses by farmers for the follo\ving reason. One yoke of them
will do as much work as one good horse. They cost less in the purchase,
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less in the keeping, and less in the harnessing; they are less liable to
accidents, and when old, may be fattened and eaten. U the waggoD be
not heavily laden, two yoke of oxen in good condition will suffice, and
will travel about eighteen miles per day, taking the waggoD slowly, but
steadily and safely, through the muddy river bottoms. About mid-day.
the emigrant should stop near to a stream, and al10w his cattle to graze
whilst he cooks his food and procures butter, eggs, milk, cream, poultry,
and cont from the farmers, who will generaly tl-eat him with great cour-
tesy and kindness. He should alwa~'s stop a Httle before sunset, near to
a spring and a good plot of grass; when he may take his rifle and in all
probability, will return in an hour with a deer on his shoulders. The fe-
mnles and children will rest in the waggons, whilst he sleeps on the
ground, wrapped in his rugs or a buffalo robe, near to a fallen tree, which
he has set on fire.
His location. Having reached the neighbourhood where he desires to
locate himself, he will leave his family encamped neal' to a spring,
and proceed to e.xarnine the place, as to its beauty, fertility, and health-
fulness. In our journeyings, I have noted the following places, as well
worthy of the emigrant's attention.
1. Tn a gently sloping woodland, broken by little rivulets into very pretty
hills, situate on our route about 10 miles N. W. of Jefferson. Others from
ten to seventeen miles from Jefferson.
2. Seven miles N. W. of Daingerfield, and also eleven miles N. W. of
Daingerfieldj the latter belonging to Mr. Vines of Clarkesville.
3. Each of the prairies on the same route in Hopkins county, and espe-
cially the great White Oak prairie, and also that part of the Sulphur prairie
which is situated not less than six miles distant irom Hargreaves mill
on South Sulphur fork.
All these are upon the sandy soil.
4. Parts of the Hog-wallow prail'ie, be:,'ond Mr. Roundshell's [an11, in the
southeastern part of Lamar county.
5. Some small prairies very nenr to and east of Bonham.
6. A large praide, six or eight miles west of Bonham.
7. Pilot grove.
8. Many points upon the little heads of the Trinity, nnd one more par-
ticularly, which overlooks the great Trinity valley lying two-hundred feet
beneaLh, near to Mr. W. H. Pulliam's mill, a few miles east of McKinney,
ColJjns county, also, one near to White Rock settlement, on Peter's colony,
Dallas county.
9. One of the prairies in Kaufman county, on the route from Dallas to
Shreeveport.
lt is best to select a location upon the edge of a wood, where there is
good timber, and pine if possible, and not far distant from small water
courses where the cattle may feed during the short winter. The edge of
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the woodland is not usually very fertile, and therefore care must be taken
in making the selection. It is not prudent to locate in the midst of a great
prairie) since there stock water is not very plentiful; wood is scarce and
small, and shade is absent. It is true that wood may readily be grown upon
the prairies, as is seen by the daily encroachment of the wood, so that
large tracts of land are now wooded which but a few years ago were open
prairie. The settlers also have the habit of planting cottonwood, and other
trees of quick growth; and trees spring up without being planted, if the
yearly fires upon the prairie be prevented; but until the wood be thus
grown, it is not prudent to live unsheltered on the open prairie. It is
advised to purchase the improved lands of a settler, if they are suitable
to the emigrant, since the settler is always willing to sell his house,
fence, and cultivated land, lor a less sum than it has cost him-so strong
is the love of change in the breast of an American. I would not recom-
mend that the emigrant thus located, should at first purchase more than
eighty acres of land, since he cannot till a largel' quantity, and his stock,
however numerous, will feed without cost upon the unenclosed prairie.
He may obtain fine unimproved land for $* or $1 per acre, and improved
land at from $1 to $2 per acre. Having selected the spot on which he
would reside, he must give special attention to the nature of the titles,
and should bear in m.ind that they must be looked upon with much sus-
picion, The letter of Mr, De Cordova, appended to this Report, enters
fully into this question; and when the emigrant has taken the precau·
tions therein indicated, I recom.mend him to learn the opinion of the
neighbourhood as to the validity of the titles; and if they have never
been disputed, he may safely trust to them. [t is to be observed that the
many defective titles which now exist, ol;ginated for the most part in one
common cause which arose many ye81'S ago; viz., the invalidity of certain
large claims. In other instances, the invalidity rests upon the nonfulfillme.nt
of the conditions attached to head·rights, or those certificates guaranteeing
certain quantities of land to settlers who emigrated to Texas before
1842; but whether the title rests upon empressario claims, or upon head-
rights, the opinion of the neighbourhood may be safely relied upon. Hav-
ing purchased the land, the assignment may be made without the inter·
vention of a lawyer, and the deed must be enrolled in the county court.
He should now employ persons to build his house, and if he desire a
plain log hut, eighteen feet square, with a rough wooden noor, it will
be bu.i1t by two men, in two days for about $20. If he can afford it, 1
recommend hjm to build a double log cabin of ndzed blocks, and a neatly
lajd floor; the interstices betwixt the logs to be filled up, and covered with
split wood on the inside. Each cabin is usualy sixteen or eighteen feet
square, and they are separated by an interval of twelve to fifteen feet,
across which the roof is carried, and in this open haH the farmer sits,
eats, washes, and frequently sleeps, fanned by the lovely southwest wind.
Three men will build it in three days, at a cost, exclusive of the shingles, of
$76, it the wood be pine and a little extra for other kinds of wood, and
such men wi..ll be readily procured. He will also build a small smoke house
in the rear of his house in which to cook. Two kinds of fencing are used,
the one of split rails, and the other of hedges of the Osage orange, or of
the Cherokee rose. The former cost half-a-dollar per hundred for splitting,
and twenty cents per hundred for laying, and a man with a waggoD and
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two yoke of oxen will catty them for one-and-a-half dollar per day found.
He will require four, each ten feet in length, to every lineal yard of fence.
The latter are se'wn by the settler, and in three years produce a good fence,
very fragrant and beautiful, but it is by no means in general use. In
cutting dov·;n the wood, he ought to leave clumps of trees for shade.
Thus in one week from the time of his arrival, he may have purchased
his land and built his house; and in a month he may have some consider-
able portion of his land fenced in.
During the first twelve months, he ought to give especial regard to the
preservation of his health, and to this end I offer the following sugges-
tions. Secure a continual shade by allowing a few of the tall trees to stand
and bS-1 planting the plane tree, mulberry tree, and black locust tree, each
of which gives good shade. Prevent any accumulations of water about the
house by cutting superficial drains and by laying roads of adzed trees,
if the nature of the soil require it. Procure an abundant suppl}? of good
water, either from a spring close at hand or from a well; and upon the
whole, the latter mode is to be preferred, since the well is readily made
and may be more conveniently placed. Never labour during the middle
part of the day. It is the custom of the south to rise with the sun and
from that hour, until ten A. M. he may work moderately, with safety and
comfort. At the latter hour in the middle of the summer he should remain
in doors, or be occupied with light work in a shady place, until 3 P.M.,
after which he may again labour Wltil 7 P.M. The length of the day
and night is much less unequal than in our latitude, and the number of
hours just indicated may be maintained throughout the year, and are
abundantly sufficient in a climate where nature almost supersedes the
necessity for manual exertion. The inhabitants take three meals per day;
breakfast at 5:00 A.M., dinner at 1 P.M., and supper at 7; but during
our journey through the country we took only breakfast and supper. I
am of opinion that the mid-day meal is injurious, and would recommend
that the emigrant eat heartily at breakfast and supper only. The inhabit-
ants eat very moderately. Great temperance should be used in eating
and drinking. No beverage but water is necessary, and the habit
of whiskey drinking, which prevails oyer the west and south of Amer-
ica, is most injurious. Flesh should be eaten with great rnoderntion,
and the great variety will please the appetite, and improve the health.
Milk, eggs, butter, and cheese are abundant and healthful. Corn bread
is the favourite food of the American, and may be taken by man without
intermission, whilst the same regularity would induce the founders in the
horse. The settlers cook bread and meat at every meal, because cooked
food soon decomposes; but I think it would be far more healthful to use
cold food. Each member of his family should frequently take gentle
aperients, and twice a month a dose of calomel should be administered,
in order to excite the secretory organs.
If these directions be followed, the emigrant needs not to fear the at-
tacks of chills or fever; but if they should occur, a single dose of quinine
",ill immediately arrest them.
In the event of a number of families proceeding to form one settlement,
it would be essential for them to appoint one of their body to proceed
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them, in order to make advantageous anangements. He should leave
England at least one month before the departure of the body, and proceed
to ew York to Pittsburg and Cincinnatti on the Ohio; where he would
buy all the requisite furniture, agricultural implements, cooking stoves,
culinary and other castings, machinery, and all hardware articles; since
with very few exceptions they are exclusively made there. He would there
also purchase the requisite quantity of flour and mess pork, and would
be able to make advantageous terms for the transportation of these goods,
which could be sent by one boat, direct to New Orleans. When anived
at ew Orleans, he would purchase the waggons and all other articles
which would be necessary, and have all the goods carried to Jefferson,
to await the arrival of the emigrants. He should then proceed one hundred
or one hundred and fifty miles to the prairie, and select as many of the
best steers as the emigrants would immediately require, and have them
driven to a spot near Jefferson, ready to be put to the waggons whenever
the emigrants should arrive. In addition to these duties, he could pur-
chase a small quantity of land for each party, in a position previously
agreed upon, and have a house built upon each plot, and rails split, for
fencing. All these matters could be completed before the emigrants
landed; and the agent be returned to New Orleans to receive and conduct
them.. We believe that we have made many friends in Texas, who without
fee or intel"i'!st of any kind, would willingly ride about with any of our
body to make a selection of steers and land, and who would find the
most suitable persons to build the houses, and would personally super-
intend the erection of them.
It is evident that aU the goods being purchased at the manufactories
and places of importation and in large quantities would be obtained on the
best terms. Ship-captains will also reduce their rates of freight for the
transportation of large quantities. The emigrants would escape from much
trouble, and above all, they would avoid delay in unhealthful and ex-
pensive towns. In this manner also, it would be possible to save money,
by several persons agreeing to join in the purchase of certain e:>"'Pensive
articles, and articles of necessary but occasional use only-as thrashing
machines, harvesting machines, cotton gins, and prairie ploughs, or one
person could undertake the purchase of these things, and hire them to
others.
It now remains for me to lay before you my opinion as to the eligibility
of certain locations, for the purpose of this proposed Colony, and to advise
as to the best mode of procedure.
These plans resolve themselves into two: the one by which the emi-
grants may speculate on the probable increase in value of a large plot of
land which they would purchase; the other, by determining not to pur-
chase more land than they can cultivate.
As it respects the first plan two methods of carrying it out may be
mentioned-to purchase a large unbroken plot from the G<>vernment, or
plots from several private persons, and of these, the former is the more
eligible.
It is certain that the Government will authorize the sale of large
plots of land at their next session. The thirty leagues of land lying in
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Collins and Grayson counties, to which reference has already been made,
are very eligible, so far as quality of land is concerned. They are distant
about thirty miles from Dallas, on the south, and Fort Washita on Red
River on the north, two proposed heads of navigation. Whenever a rail-
road is carried along the northern ridge to Lower Red River, it would
doubtless be prolonged through these lands to Dallas. The purchase of
them is now most valuable, as a land speculation; and it will be most
desirable for the purposes of an agricultural and commercial colony, so
soon as the railroad just mentioned should be undertaken.
Large quantities of land have reverted to the Government in Peters and
Mercer's colonies, all in N. E. Texas. Some portions of these might be
selected, where the land is of fine quality and well watered, and not far
from Dallas, the probable head of lliLvigation on the Trinity.
If it were determined to adopt this plan, a duly authorized agent should
proceed to Austin in Noyember next, prepared to make an offer to the
Governor for the purchase of lands. It is probable that this Colony
would obtain any Government lands at the same price for which head-
rights could be purchased and located upon such landg...........that is, from
six-pence to two shillings per acre-and the title is this case, would
be indisputable.
No difficulty would be experienced in the purchase of any quantity of
lands from several private individuals. In order to prevent an unreasonable
price being demanded, an agent should be dispatched to the selected spot
before it became known that a colony intended to emigrate thither, and
employ a surveyor to quietly make the purchases; or, perhaps it would
be better to request several of the friends, now known to us, to each
undertake "the preliminary arrangements with the several land-owners, so
as to obtain a definite offer from them. Col. Reily is the only person who
holds more than a few leagues of land in N. E. Texas. We passed over his
lands and found them to be equal to any lands in the country. The prairies
are beautiful, and excellently adapted for stock-raising, and I have not
seen a more lovely spot than his White Oak prairie. The woodland is said to
be not of the finest quality. The whole country is healthful and well adapted
for many settlements. These ]nnda occupy a large portion of the county
and they have long remained unsold so that the influx of emigrants may
give increased value to their lands. We found the Colonel to be uni-
versally respected and believe him to be a honourable and very intelligent
man. His titles are thought to be as good as any others in the county,
but they have been much disputed. It appears that the travelling board of
Land Commissioners, appointed by the Government in 1841 to examine
into the validity of all headrights then issued, objected to many of Colonel
Reily's titles. During four years, he was in litigation with the Govern-
ment and succeeded in every case and has obtained patents, it is said,
for half of his lands. The patent does not give an indisputable title to the
property, but these having been obtained as the result of decisions in
Courts of Law, it may be preswned that they will now remain undisputed.
Of the remaining titles, some are believed to be spurious. The Colonel
is an eminent lawyer and has hitherto defended his cases with so much
ability and success that no one dares to question his right to the prop-
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erty, but if these lands should become the property of other persons
than the Colonel, it is probable that the validity of the titles would be
questioned in a Caul;; of Law. From the opinion of the neighbourhood, I
learnt that these titles are as good as any which can be obtained. A cir-
cumstance had then occurred which interfered with his right to at least
hall of his lands. The assessor of the county had sold about twenty leagues
of land in order to pay the taxes. The pw'C.basers of these lands would
gain a good title if Colonel Reily did not redeem them on or before July
30th, just passed, unless some informality could be proved as it respects
the sale. It is very probable that the lands have been redeemed, but
before any purchase of them could be made, it would be essential to
ase rtain from the collector of ta..xes that such redemption had been effected.
We were infonned by two respectable parties that Colonel Reily is not
the real owner of this propeny, but acts as the agent of a New York
Company. He has always asked $1 per acre for these lands, which ap-
pears to be above the usual price of the lands in the neighbourhood, and
he could have sold them many years ago if he would have accepted the
market price.
There is no probable point of navigation nearer to these lands than the
Red River, the Sulphur fork of the Red River and the Sabine. The cost
of a railroad from these lands to Red River would be somewhat con-
siderable, on account of the inequality of the surface; but it would pass
through a wooded district where the wood would be obtained without cost.
I am of opinion that no such railroad would be undertaken at present,
unless a large body of capitalists were to locate upon these, or neighbour-
ing lands. The proposed railroad from Pine Hill to Galveston is intended
to run near to these lands. Tarrant is one-hundred miles distant from
Jefferson.
Other lands could be purchased in considerable quantities, and three
locations are now offered to the consideration of the emigrants: viz, the
Big Bend on Lake Caddo, the Sulphur Fork in Bowie OJ' Cass counties.
and the space intervening betwixt the Sulphur Forks in the Southwest
portion of Lamar county. The fonner location has the Reel River soil and
is near the navigation, but it should be inhabited by cotton planters, as
it is surrounded by slavery. It is not well adapted for EurOI)ean fanning,
but is apparently well adapted for commerce. I am doubtful as to its
health!ulness. The second is on the woodland, and has a sandy soil; it
is near to a proposed head of navigation, but it is not suited to European
farming, and cannot be very henlthful. The third is upon the rich black
soil, and has every requisite for the success of our Colony, e..xcept that
its healthfulness may be questioned.
If the second plan be preferred, that is, not to speculate in lands, it
will be desirable to select a location on the edge of one or more prairies
where agriculture in every Iorm may be pursuedJ and where commerce
is likely to succeed. I name four points where this may be affected :-lst,
Upon the pmiries of Hopkins county; either the White Oak prairie of
Col. Reily's or the Sulphur prairie to the north of it. 2nd, Prairies near
to and to the east and west of Bonham. 3rd, Certain portions on the heads
of the Trinity. 4th, The neighbourhood of the Trinity near to and to
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the south of Dal.lns, the which we have not inspected. Of these four
situations I prefer the second for the following reasons. No district
excels it in beauty, fertility nnd salubrity. It is on the highest ridge of
N. E. Texas, ",'itbin fi!teen mHes of Upper Red River, and on this ridge
a railroad may be readily made which would traverse Lamar, Red River
and Bowie counties to the Red River directly above the raft, passing
through a most fertile agricultural district, which would abundantly re-
pay the proprietors of the railway. It is most suitable for manufacturing
establishments, if worked by steam. It will always find an open market
for its produce upon Red River and it would obtain the best prices at New
Orleans by supplying that market at an early period of the year. It is
in the neighbourhood of Red River and Bowie counties, the former re-
markable for its religious and educational establishments, and the latter
for its wealth. But let it be remembered that this locality must have a
railroad in order to make it very desirablej and I think it is probable
that this colony could do very much to promote such an undertaking.
LETTERS
LETTER Received from lith. De Cordova, an eminent surveyor at Houston,
Te..xas.
Edward Smith, Esq., John Barrow, Esq.,
Care of J. Kettly, Esq.
Solicitor, Derby, England
Houston, June 29, 1849
Gentlemen,
Your esteemed favor of the 9th instant, dated at Dallas (Texas) was
this day received by me. I sincerely regret that circumstances should
have prevented our having a personal interviewj as I would have taken
great pleasure in furthering your views, and might have rendered you
some assistance in carrying out an enterprise, which I feel satisfied
must result in the mutual benefit of the emigrant, and to the state of
Texas, if the views set forth in your prospectus be carried out. Although
in Texas, there are many large land holders, yet there are but few who
own large bodies of land, except under Mexican or Spanish titles, the
validity of which is much questioned j and 50 much doubt and mistrust
is thrown on this class of titles, owing to the frauds perpetrated at an
early date, that although there are many titles, of this class that will
undergo the strictest scrutiny, yet they are involved in so much doubt
and obscurity, that unless relocated under Texian certificates, I would
strongly recommend you not to have any thing to do with them, except
they be placed as the above stated beyond all change of litigation be
relocating.
The following is a copy of a letter written by me to my friend, Richard
n. Kimball, Esq., of New York, (copy of which I subsequently forwarded
to a. Mr. Herbert Cist, of London,) nnd os I believe that the informfttion
therein contained, moy be of much benefit to you, you are at liberty to
make what use you please of it.
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I hasten to give you all the information in my power respecting our
Texian landed interest, and shall at all times take great pleasure in
answering any inquiry that may be of service to you. On no account
would I advise you to have any thing to do with the colonies of Mercers,
Peters, or Castro, nor with any Spanish title until fully investigated; for
your guidance I call your attention to the following statement of claims.
1st. Special grants to lands issued from the Crown of Spain. This class
of claims was generally for services rendered, or for services hereafter
to be rendered.
2nd. Grants made by the Spanish government for church purposes, and
for facilitating the conversion of native Indians to Christianity.
3rd. Special grants made by the Supreme Government of Mexico, on
condition of building mills, and erecting other machinery, &c.
4th. Sales of land made by the Supreme Government of Mexico, for a
valuable consideration.
5th. Special grants made by the Government of Coahuila and Texas,
for certain objects, and the performance of specific purposes.
6th. Sales of lands made by the Government of Coahuila and Texas, for
valuable con idel·ation.
7th. Head-rights granted by the Government of Coahuila and Texas to
actual settlers. To married men, one league; to single men, one-third of a
league. Lands thus granted cannot be alienated until the expiration of six
years after the issuance of the law has been complied with, as unfortunately
every Mexican and Spanish title in the county is looked upon with sus-
picion, which, in my own opinion, they do not deserve; although several
of them will now be substantiated, in consequence of the non-compliance
of the original grants with the conditions of the grant.
The principal colonies are as follows: Burnets, Vehlins, Robertson or
Nashville, DeWitts, Austin (four colonies) Power and Howitsons, Austin
and Williams, Zurallas, McMullens and McGkiubs, All these empresarios
are entitled to premiums lands, provided they strictly complied with their
contracts.
8th. There was also a sale of lands made by the Government of Coa-
huila and Texas, to John T. Mason and others, of 40 ten-league grants,
which, by the Constitution of the Republic of Texas, was declared null
and void. There are also several ten-league grants which are of the same
stamp, made to one Diego Grant, but the Constitution does not speak
of these, only as the Mason Grants.
Great circumspection ought to be used in dealing in claims originating
from the Spanish or Mexican Governments.
Titles under the Republic of Texas
1st class claims, are those issued to emigrants who arrived in the
country previous to the Declaration of Independence. Married men are en-
titled to one league and one labor; single men to one-third of a league.
ltv
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2nd class claims, are those issued to emigrants who arrived subsequent
to the Declaration of Independence, and previous to the year 1837. They
are entitled if enrolled in the Army, if married men, to one league and
one labor; of single men, to one-third league, provided such enrollment
was previous to August, 1836; others of this class are entitled to 1280 and
640 acres.
3rd class claims, are those issued to emigrants who arrived in the
country subsequently to 1st October, 1837, and previous to 1st January,
1842; quantity, 640 and 320 acres. Bounty claims, are those issued for
services in the army; the quantities are 320, 640, 1280 and 1920 acres..
Donations of one league made to soldiers permanently disabled in the
army during the war.
Land scrip, sold by the Republic for the support of the army.
All the above claims may be Bold, and when titles are complete, pa~nts
(quit claims) from the Government are issued. The State of Texas con-
tinues to issue patents on the abligations of the Republic. There are also
donations of land (640 acres) to soldiers who participated in the battles
of San Jacinto and Bexar; these claims should not be alienated until the
death of the grantee, but by a recent law, passed March 15th, 1848, these
claims are now assignable. Scrip, issued by the Commissioners of the
General Land Office, in redemption of the promissory notes of Texas, taking
in lieu thereof lands at a specific price; which is another class of claims
that may be transferred.
I would strongly advise you, not to take any lands on sale unless the
patents and deeds, directed to you, are duly recorded in the proper county
where the lands are situated, with a certificate under seal from the district
and county derks, that there are no incumbrances on the land; and also
a certificate from the assessor and collector of taxes, that the lands
have not been sold for taxes and no taxes are due thereon.
The only large tracts of land, that I am at present acquainted with,
are those held by Major James Reily and Richard B. Kimball.
James Reily, who is daily expected to return home from England, owns
about 60,000 acres, on Cow House Creek, near its head. Cow House Creek,
situated in Milam County, is a branch of the Loon, which stream, at its
junction with Salado and Lampasas, for Little River, which is a tributary
of the Brazos River. These lands are situated on about latitude 31~ 0
longtiude 98 0 •
Those lands I have never seen, but from my knowledge of the COWltry,
I am satisfied that they are well calculated for the growth of wheat,
rye, oats, Indian corn, potatoes, turnips, etc., and will afford extensive
pasturages for large herds of cattle and flocks of sheep.
Richard B. Kimball of New York owns about 40,000 acres of land in a
body situated on the River Brazos, about forty miles above the Waco
Town, recently known as the celebrated Waco villae-e. This land T am
well acquainted with, having had it surveyed under my own personal su-
perintendence, and having recently visited it. The lower line of this tract
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is situated a little north of the 32nd degree of latitude, and nearly due
west of the town of Corsicana, a little above the mouth of the Mesquit
Creek, and extends up the Brazos River, near to the mouth of Grass Creek,
and taking in that fine band of the rivCl', on which formerly stood the
Keechi village. It has a front on the Brazos River of several miles. This
land is very rich, admirably calculated alike for the cultivation of cotton,
grain and root tops, and the raising of stock. The Brazos River can be
made navigable for steamers for about eight months in the year, at an
expense of not over 11,000 sterling; and from the town Washington, (to
which point steamers are now running) to the mouth of the Bosqucj
above that point there has not been a sufficient examination of the river
made for us to speak positively on the subject; but, if the river be not
crooked, it is presumed that it can be made navigable at a trivial ex-
pense as high up as Corderas Bend, above the mouth of the PaluXYj
at any rate, flat and keel bonts could be used suc~ssfully in transporting
produce as far as the Waco village, This tract of land is well situated,
and can be divided into innumerable small farms, the hills affording ample
scope fOT the cattle to roam over. There are many fine springs of good
and pure water on the tractj several brooks running through it, A part
oC this tract is an extensive plain, while other portions of it are broken
and hilly, There is a sufficiency of timber on this tract for fuelj and rail
and building timber can be obtained from the Upper Brazos and rafted
down; and was this tract of sufficient extent to meet your views, I do
not know of any portion of the country offering as many advantages to
the European emigrant as the country possessesj it being free from any-
thing like swamps, and must be healthy. Mr. Kimball also owns several
tl'3Cts of timbered lands on the Brazos, a few miles above. There is at
this time a good natural road from the city of Houston to the military
station on the Brazos, which is situated about ten miles belo\v those
lands, and which for some considcrable period of time will affo111 a
good market for the surplus productions.
I also know a few tracts of some eight or ten thousand acres, owned
by one individual, but as those tracts are decidedly too small for the PUI'-
pose of colonization, I will not at this time call your attention to it.
There are immense bodies of fine lands yet unlocated, on the heads of
the Brazos, Colorado, and Trinity j but they are so far beyond the settle-
ments, that years must elapse before they can be settled by the white manj
large hordes of Indians now roaming over them.
Having given you the information relative to the tracts of land which
[ think will suit you, I now turn to your prospectus which you forwarded
me, and judging from the tone in which it is written, that it is your
anxious wish to put forth nothing to the world but what will bear the
strictest scrutiny, I have to call your attention to one or two small errors
in it. There is no doubt whatever that the soil is very rich, but owing
to the thickness of the roots of the native grass, from never being dis-
turbed, corn will not in the first season produce more than from twenty-five
to thirty bushels per acre j while, where wheat planted before the tUl"C
was properly cut up and destroyed by repeated ploughing, and a crop oC
corn produced, you would scarcely get enough for seed, instead of the
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twenty·two bushels reponed in the prospectus as the result of the first
turning over of the prairie sod j but the yield increases with the suc-
cessive crops to the amount specified in your prospectus. You are perfectly
right as regards the productions enumerated; most of them are already
in profitable cultivation, while the remaining want but attention turned
to them to make them equally available.
In selecting the class of labourers and mechanics that the Company
intends bringing out, I should most particularly advise that they should
be all, if possible, the strict disciplines of Father Matthew. Carpenters,
blacksmiths, shoemakers, and farm servants are the best assistants that
can be brought with you and should you locate in the proper region for
sheep farming (n very profitable investment in our State) a few good
shepherds. The only doubt I have in my mind is, in a country where good
lands are so easily acquired, with the means of support, whether the
parties selected for this branch, unless of a very high character, will be
satisfied to remain and work for others, instead of themselves. I should
think it much better for the vessel to be chartered for the port of Gal-
veston, where if proper arrangements were made, a steamer would meet
the vessel inside of Galveston Bar and bring the intended emigrants at
once to Houston, from whence they might be dispatched to their location.
I prefer infinitely the climate and soil of the north west portion of our
State, beyond the river Brazos, to any other.
With regards to railroads, I presume you saw enough of the face of
the country to satisfy you that it is eminently practicable to intersect
our State with invaluable proofs of man's attainments in science. The
usual cost of railroads, throughout the other portion of the United States,
is very much less than in your country, and we believe the same difference
would exist in our State, from its natural advantages, between the cost
of a railroad through it, to what it does in any other, as there is between
those already built in the north, and those in England. The cost would
in no part exceed over £1200 sterling, and through a great part less than
£1000 sterling, per mile. As regards the prices and quantity of horses,
cattle and hogs, etc., J am of opinion that you are very correct in the
estimate put forth. Except articles of clothing, of which the emigrant may
as well be provided to the extent of his means, I know of nothing that
they need bring with them, everything being equally cheap, if not cheaper,
at our large towns, than articles imported, payi.ng freight, duty, land
carriages.
As regards security, I have no hesitation in saying that our laws and
people give the same security to life and property as in the Old Country.
Every alien arriving, declaring his intention to become a citizen of the
United States, at the expiration of the necessary probation required by law,
is fully entitled to hold, sell and will lands. We believe the inhabitants
of Texas are as moral and religious as any community in the world;
churches, chapels, and schools abound throughout the Statej the former
supported on the voluntary system as the constitution forbids all taxa-
tion for that purpose, while the schools are estabUshed by law and pro-
vision made for the establishment of them in every county in the State.
I may justly add that our people are keenly alive to the inestimable bene·
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fit of universal education. This, I should say, is a good proof of their
intelligence and moral worth. The wealth of Texas is being gradually
brought forth; we want but population to develop her natural resources;
these once brought fairly into operation, wealth must follow to those
whose handy works have caused this development. I will conclude my
review by stating that I consider Texas admirably adapted for the honest,
sober and industrious emigrant and for those who will pursue steadily
the right path-the way to wealth, honors and future prosperity are open
to them.
Politically, there is but one office for which he is ineligible, and that is
the Presidency. Socially, there is no country where talent and enterprise
is more respected and appreciated than in this-all men are equal-
and if we have any aristocracy, it is the aristocracy of talent.
I really regret that, in consequence of my being pressed for time, I cannot
extend my review of your prospectus and give you my own views as fully
as I could wish, as the subject of British emigration to Texas is one
that I feel a deep interest in, and one that I would cheerfully lend my
assistance to see established on a sure footing; as I am satisfied that my
fellow-countrymen of the land of my nativity will be equally benefitted
with the land of my adoption, by a judicious, systematic emigration from
the fonner to the latter.
I shall always feel pleased to correspond with you. By this mail, you
will receive a few copies of my paper, also a copy of my pamphlets, and
a discussion relating to a land case, which I think might be interesting
to you.
Wishing you every success in your undertaking,
I have the honour to be,
Your obedient Servant,
J. De Cordova
From the HonoUl'able George Smyth, the Head Commissioner of the Land
Office, Austin, Texas:
General Land Office, Austin
July 5, 1849
Gentlemen:
Yours of the 9th ultime, togeth r with your prospectus, was kindly
handed to me a few days since, by the Honourable J. T. Mills. You say the
Company you represent "desire to obtain about forty leagues of land,
situated advantageously as regards agriculture, commerce, health and se-
curity, and since it is almost impossible to find such an unbroken body
of lands, except those retained by the Government," you desire to be
infonned if the Government is prepared to sell them a suitable location.
You have doubtless learned during your sojourn in Texas that there
exists against this Government various species of claims for land; for the
liquidation of these claims, the whole public domain is laid open to location.
But there is no functionary of this State who is authorized by law to sell
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or dispose of any pt}rtion of her public domain, otherwise than in satis-
faction of the claims against her for land, as above stated, and her legis-
lature is the only power ro which you could look for the purpose of
accomplishing the objects which you have in view.
Our State Legislature commences on the second Monday in November
next. If the Compan~T were properly represented before that body, it is
probable they might make an advantageous arrangement.




From Professor Wooldridge, State Engineer of Louisiana
Red River, Louisiana, June 20, 1849
Dcar Sir:
In accordance with )Tour request I take pleasure in making the follow-
ing statements, with regard to the prospective improvements of the
portion of Louisiana contiguous to the great raft, and what effect I
judge it will have on the upper portion of Texas.
Large amounts of money have been expended by the Government of the
United States in efforts to remove the Red River raft; but owing to the
great difficulty in effecting the wOl'k, they have attended with only com-
parative success. I doubt whether the removal of the raft will be ac-
complished for the present, either by the State or general Government;
for the State of Louisiana has authorized me, as State Engineer, to make
an improvement which will doubtless afford sufficient navigation for that
portion of the river which lies ahove the raft. This consists of removing
the obstacles to navigation from a chain of lakes al:ld bayous, which
extend from the neighbourhood of Shreeveport to the river above the raft.
These lakes and bayous you will easily trace on the Texas and Louisiana
maps, and be able to see the practicability of the work.
I am now employed in making some improvements in Red River, and
80 soon as these are accomplished shall proceed to perform the above
mentioned work.
I am of the opinion that so soon as navigation :'3 thus secured to upper
Red River, some important town will spring '..1p ~bove the raft, which
will become the shipping port for a large portion of upper Texas anll
northwestern Arkansas. The favorable moment for locating the said town
will be immediately consequent to the above improvement. A company
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The secretary of the Caddie, plying up the Red River, said:
liThe e},.--penses of this boat are $165 per day. He had travelled during
a period of six months in Texas, and had found the inhabitants to be
uniformly civil and kind. The farmers, as a whole, accommodate travellers
and charge $1 per night for man and horse. There are no wild beasts
which would attack us, and we should travel through the country with
perfect safety. Corn grows well in Hopkins, Lamar, Fannin and all the
neighbouring counties; but cotton planting is more remunerative to the
farmer. They cannot at present produce sufficient grain to supply the
part of Texas and Louisana bordering upon the Red River and therefore,
the boats had during that seasoo (May 17th) already corried up 40,000
barrels of flour, worth $4.50 per barrel, and costing $* per barrel for
carriage. A colony like the one proposed by us would find full employ-
ment in this trade, after setting up a sufficient number of mills, and for
twenty years they would not require to export a bushel of grain. They
could not export corn under the present rates for freight; and freights
will rise as the country becomes settled. Throughout Louisiana they pur-
chase meat of all kinds, and N. E. Texas must supply it; and this by
freighting vessels at the ports on Red River, without incurring the cost
of shipment to New Orleans."
A Settler (rom Jasper country said:
uA fair crop of cotton is six bales to five acres; the freight of which,
down the Neches River to New Orleans, is $* per bale, and he had
obtained 6%. cents per lb., when all expenses were paid. One hand culti-
vates five acres of cotton, and two of corn, besides potatoes and all other
vegetables for the families. They usually tasked them; and by that method
he had more work done and with less trouble; and the slaves often com-
pelted his week's work on the Thursday. This is not the ordinary plan
adopted on the Mississippi and Red Rivers. The slaves usually make by
over-work $20 to $30 per year; but he did not allow them to produce
cotton, since the slave would pilfer his master's store to add to his own.
They encourage marriage, as upon the Mississippi, yet very much pro-
miscuous intercourse occurs. White men can bear the labour of cotton
planting as well as the black man but he believes that slave labour would
be profitable, even if white labour were abundant. With ten hands, a
planter may obtain a good livi.ng. The character of the people has much
improved recently; aU the old settlers having been driven out, or so
sun'ounded by persons of good character that they do no mischief. They
keep the Sabbath very strictly. They are about to improve the Sabine
up to a point above the northeast bend, and boats now run to the towns
in that neighbourhood. Tobacco grows well in Texas, but the ignorance of
the people as to the mode of curing it, prevents their producing a fine
flavourable article. They grow it for their own use exclusively. All the
good land is located, and improved farms may be purchased at $2 per acre."
A physician on board:
"Strongly recommended Cherokee, Nacogdoches and the other counties
recently acquired from the Indians. He had travelled over them and found
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the land to be good, and much of it unlocated. There are rafts in the Ange-
lina, and also plenty of mill power. Colonel F. Thome, of Nacogdoches,
owns large tracts of that land, and sells it at $1 per acre."
Two Alabama planters. proceeding to Te..,"u. said:
liThe land in Alabama is very poor, producing only 200 lbs. of clean cotton
per aere, and that of inferior quality, for which 4* cents were recently
obtained; whilst the like cotton sold for 6%. cents in Mobile. They were
compelled to use great industry and economy. Each hand produced t\\'eh"e
acres of cotton and eight acres of wheat, b)T employing extra hands in
picking. One hand picks five to eight bags in the seasonj that is, from
September to the next planting time, if need be. The cotton does not injure
by lying in the open bales, but will be damaged if it be scattered upon
the ground. They employ the old women in tending the children, and the
old men in herding the stock, and they place young hands with elderly
men in order to assist them. Some planters put women to the plough, but
thi.s is not usual.
They clear the cotton by gins, and one of 50 shaws will clean 1000 lbs.
of clear cotton per day. They bale it by the aid of presses. The common
press may be built for $40, and v,rith it they put up 20 bales per day, of
ten or twelve hours. With the Newel screw worth $250, one hand can put
up 8 bales daily. They had known two crops of grain to be taken from
the same land in one year, the wheat being reaped in May and com planted
directly afterwards. Many planters do not employ slaves. White men can
sustain the labour, and do as much work as black men, after initiation.
They and their children had always been brought up to work with slaves
and they do as much work as any of them.
A white man and two sons ought to cultivate 35 acres of cotton and 85
acres of corn. This on fair land yields
dols. cnts.
85 acres of cotton at 1 bale per acre
is 17,500 lbs. at GlO cents 1093 75
1220
This is clear profit, e..xcept payments for interest and wear and tear, since
the corn will supply the family with every requisite. They cannot afford
to clothe their slaves as well as the planters on the Mississippi are ac-
customed to do. The following table shows the ordinary expense incurred
in the maintenance of each adult slave.
dols. cnts.
Two summer suits, ea. 6 yds. cotton, 10 cnts.
per yd. 60 1 20
Making ditto
Two winter suits. ea. 3 yds. cotton, 10 cnts.
per yd. 30
Two ditto, each 6 yds, wollen at 25 cents 150
3 60
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Making ditto
One hat
Two pairs of shoes
Blanket
300 lbs. of pork, at 4 cents per lb.
Tax, about
Interest on 850 dollars at 8 per cent


















To this sum must be added the cost of medical attention, and the extra
interest for risk upon his life.
To meet this e:>.."penditure, he produced 12 acres of cotton, or 2400 Ibs.,
at 4% cent per Ib.-$108.
The corn produced is expended in feeding the planter' family, slaves,
and stock, and it is not usual to sell any important quantity of it.
They shave bills at 33JA per cent, and even shave their own bills before
they become due."
A urveyor of Cass county, and assistant to General Graham. the county
urveyor, aid:
"That he strongly recommends the neighbourhood of the Sulphur fork.
It is very rich land and has good water. He had lived there on an elevated
spot for many years free from disease, and he believed it to be very
healthful, although the valley is inundated yearly. The Sulphur fork is
navigable from four to six months yearly, as was affirmed by a meeting
of the inhabitants of various counties held two years ago at Clarkesville,
and which recommended it to be carried to the junction of Cass and Titus
counties. The impediments are only impending trees and small rafts. Plenty
of land, with undisputed title, is now to be sold from one to two dollars
per acre,"
lr. Pre itt, age 70, who emigrated from South Carolina eight years ago,
aid:
"That the whole country is perfectly safe and healthful, but he preferred
the Big Bend mentioned by Major Campbell, and the Trinity country. He
is an anti-mission baptist, his son-in-law is a baptist preacher, and Mr.
Rogers, a neighbour, is a methodist minister. Within a mile of his house
they had three ministers. The influence of religion was felt in the neigh-
bourhood, and nearly every inhabitant regularly attends a place of worship.
We should find the people in general religiously inclined, and especially
those inhabiting Rusk and neighbouring counties; but many of them are
unworthy professors."
Mr. Peacock, living near Daingerfield, age 33, the owner of several
slave left by his father, said:
"That the baptists, methodists, and presbyterians have places of worship
in the neighbourhood which are well attended. He had lived there during
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eight years and had not lost an individual by death. He believed the coun-
try to be very healthful, and the settlers were glad to see new emigrants.
He worked in the field and knew that white labom" did cultivate cotton
with perfect success. His brother-ill-law would not employ slaves, and yet
produced more cotton to the hand than any man al'ound him. An acre of
land produced 350 lbs. of cotton, which nets 6 ct. per lb., or 15 to 20 bushels
of wheat, or 40 bushels of corn. The land is worth ¥.! to 3 per acre,
and rents at 2 (including improvements or one-third of the Carll, and
one-fourth of the cotton. Corn sells at $1 per bushel, because it is scarce;
and fodd l' at $2 per one-hundred lbs., because the inhabitants al"e too idle
to collect it, since that must be done in the hot weather. He had a mill
turned by water power, on Lilly's creek; and a cotton gin of forty-five
shaws, which cost him $3 per shaw. He could clean two bales of clear
cotton per day, and he received one-tenth of the cotton for the hire. Other
mills are situated upon this creek, and also upon the Cypress. There is
very little trouble in clearing the land. He had a fi Id in which he had
rung the bark last fall, and now a fine crop of corn was growing in it.
although nearly every tree remained; and for this field, he had refused $3
per acre. The land is nearly all located. He had eight prings of water
in his lands, 'which never dried up. Ironstone, of first-rate quality, abounds;
and an iron foundl)' is established on the Cypress. The grape is very large
and abundant, and produces a fine, light acid wine."
Dr. Freeman of Daingerfield, stated that:
"He had left England twenty-seven years ago; since which period, he
had resided in Canada and elsewhere, and had emigrated to Texas nine
yeal'S ago. He had resided during the past nine years in several places
in that neighbourhood, and the la t two years in Daingerfield, His son had
just set out for California and he intended to go with the Goyernment
escort next spring. He had not studied medicine in England. The pre by-
terilUls had just determined to found a college in Daingerfield, on account
of the great healthfulness of the neighbourhood, and its excellent spring .
He had kept a record of the indications of the thermometer, and found
the average of the hottest months to be 90·. The climate i too hot for
a labouring man. He and other persons who are not required to perform
out-of-door work could live here ,vith impunity. Fever is universal and
became more common, as he understood, as the land was cleared. The
Americans would deceive us in their statements respecting Texas, and he
is the only man from whom we hould receive such an unfavourable
opinion of the country. He is desirous of selling his property, and recom-
mended his land, lying on the Sulphur fork, saying that it is healthful.
A person, then sitting in the house, had a league of land for sale, situated
a few miles from Daingerfield, and that too is a very healthful neigh-
bourhood." .
Mr. Billien, lIear Mount Pleasant, an indu triou, thrifty Bnd intelli-
gent man, aid:
He had emigrated at different periods from Tennessee, Alabama and
Missouri. He despised the settlers in Texas on account of their idleness,
for they depend upon the grass to support their cattle, and their rifle to
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procure deer, the skin of which animal they exchange for a quart of
salt. Owing to this idleness, fodder and corn are scarce; the former selling
at $2 per 100 lb•., and the latter at $U per bushel, and he had deter-
mined to demand $2 per bushel in future. They imported flour at a cost
of $10 per bal'rel, including $2 for carriage. Cotton does not pay him
as well as corn, for an acre of corn yields 80 bushels at $il per bshl.-
$15; an acre of cotton produces 800 Ibs., at 5¢ per Ib.-$15. The labour
producing cotton is far greater than that for corn, and in addition, the
cotton must be carried to the port, whilst the corn obtains a ready sale
at home. He had lived on the Mississippi, and knew that seventy-five
bushels of corn per acre is a common crop there, but he thought the
crops in general to be somewhat overrated.
He dried peaches and sold them at $3 per bushel, but in Tennessee dried
fruit sold for 50 cents per bushel only. Labourers are scarce, and demand
$15 per month, found. Mechanics $2 to $3 per day; but smiths always
work at home, and earn great wages. The Choctaws and Chickasaws
have ever been friendly to the whites, and boast that they have never
shed white man's blood. The Cherokees kept the country in an unsettled
state, and were expelled a few years ago, but joined General Taylor in
the Mexican war, sympathizing with the Americans in hating the Mexicans.
Money will diminish punishment in any State, and it is most difficult
to obtain a capital punishment when the criminal is wealthy. Be had seen
the country in its unsettled state, and was well acquainted with the oppos-
ing factions which were settled more particulary about the heads of the
Sabine. They arose with the laudable motive of preventing the excess prac-
ticed by dishonest men, and of inflicting punishment where law had no
influence. This band was called the Regulators, and at first were a body
of respectable and excellent men but after a time they were joined by
persons of bad spirit, and probably, in many cases, by the very parties
against whom they had originally risen; and, in their tum, became aggres-
sors by ejecting people from their land upon insufficient grounds. It
appears, further, that some persons amongst the Regulators had the
wickedness to shoot the slaveholder, in order to steal away his slave. The
Moderators then arose upon the principle of self-protection, and whenever
the bands met they had a pitched battle. No lives were intentionally taken
except those of the members of these two bands, or their supporters and
adherents. Strangers and travellers were safe. It was a feud betwixt two
tolerably well-defined parties; but which kept the country unsettled and
produced vast mischief. During the last four years perfect peace and se-
curity have been enjoyed. Courts of law have been established in every
county, and every man can obtain a speedy and legal redress for any in-
jury done to him."
Mr. Robert E. Matthews, an intel1igent man, age 48, assessor of Hopkins
county, said:
llHopkins county has not land so good as Lamar, Fannin and other coun-
ties but has more timber, also better water, is far more pleasant, and excels
for stock-raising. This country is liable to fever, but still is very healthful.
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Red River county is agreeable, old and well settled; and no vacant land
can be found there. The proposed railroad is to run in a straight line from
Fort Towson to Galveston, and therefore, must pass near to the borders of
Hopkins county. The capital is fully subscribed in donated lands. Colonel
Armand, residing near to Paris, is at present the surveyor for boUl Lamar
and Hopkins county. So soon as Hopkins county has a county map, a sur-
veyor will be appointed for Hopkins county exclusively.
"White Oak Creek overflows and is unhealthful. The mill sites upon it
are available during a part of the year only, in consequence of the rise
and fall of water. Wherever good watel' is not abundant in these counties,
the settlers build cisterns of soap stone, or of brick and cement.
Colonel Reily's lands al'e of average quality, but have very few springs
except upon the woodland. The prairies produce the wire grass only. His
titles are usually supposed to be good, but he believes that some of them,
at least, are not so; as that of 'Rhodes Cherry,' who obtained a head right
also in acogdoches county and both cannot be good. Some oUler settlers
did not remain upon the land long enough to render their title valid. Colonel
Reily had been engaged in law suits wiUl the Government during many
yeal's, and had invariably succeeded. The dispute arose from the travelling
Land Commisisoners having refused to recognize Ule head rights which
the Colonel has now proved to be valid. Most of these contested claims
are now patented, but this patent does not give to the possesser an in-
disputable title. The only large claims in that locality are Mason's and
Reily's. Mason's are not respected, and new surveys are con tantly made
upon Ulem. Colonel Reily acted with more wi dom, and gave a portion
of his land to the persons Ulen settled upon it, and who therefore are inter-
ested in supporting the title. He believes Colonel Reily to be an eminent
lawyer, a sm-ewd and most respectable man. He is also wealthy, but the
large quantity of land held by the Colonel induces him to believe that
these lands really belong to a company in the north. None of them are
'eleven league claims.' He would purchase these titles with as much con-
fidence as those of any other person. The Colonel asks $1 per acre for his
land, which is above the market price, and consequently the settlers will
not purchase Ulem. He believes Ulat equally eligible land can be purchased
at fifty cents per acre. On July 30, 1848, he sold about twenty leagues of
Colonel Reily's land in order to pay the State and county tax. The tax
had been paid on the remaining land, and he knew no reason for his not
having paid the ta..x on these lands. The law requires them to give thirty
days' notice of their intention to sell such lands, and then to sell as small
a portion of them as may be required to pay the taxes. At this sale nobody
bid for the lands, and purchasers at length obtained them by agreeing to
pay the tax, which amounted to thirty cents upon each two hundred acres,
or about $7 per league. These purchasers have paid the tax for 1847-8,
and the Colonel may redeem the lands before July 30, 1849, by paying the
purchasers double of the original outlay, and the costs incurred by Ulem.
It i very probable that the Colonel will so redeem them but under exist-
ing circumstances, we had better examine his books and know what lands
are thus old, before we purchase them."
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Dr. Matthews. brother of the abo\'e gentleman. residing upon Colonel Reily's
land, and a most inteUige.nt man and farmer. stated:
"He had recently visited Dallas county, with the intention of removing
thither, and very much approved of that locality. On the Trinity River there
is a creek called 'Rich Land Creek" situated below Geddrige's bluff, upon
which the land is of excellent quality.
He had visited the neighbourhood of Austin, and thought it to be most
desirable, except that it had not a sufficient supply of timber.
"The Trinity will be made navigable to Dallas, and with facilities quite
equal to those offered at Jefferson. The inundation of the Trinity Valley
will be prevented by clearing out the river, but he would not live within
eight miles of the center. The water is of the limestone nature, but very
excellent. The settlers are perfectly secure. He had resided in Hopkins
county during fourteen years. Bears and wolves exist there, and some-
times steal his bogs. He keeps bounds and whenever he hunted and feU upon
the track of a bear, it was sure to be a twenty miles' chase, unJess the
bear could be driven into a tree. Nobody feared them and they annoyed
the settlers less than in Tennessee. Slavery is likely to exist in Texas,
since the slaves bear the heat of the sun better than white men. Abundance
of white labour may be obtained at $8 to $10 per month, found. July and
August are the hottest months, when the average degree of the thermom-
eter is 96 0 in the shade. The heat in the shade is far less oppressive than
in any other country known to him. The nights are deliciously cool, and
a covering in bed is agreeable. Timber will grow abundantly upon the
prairies, but they now prefer the Osage orange as a fence. Wheat sells at
$1 per bushel, usually, and will not be grown too abundantly for the wants
of that part of the country. He thinks cisterns are less inconvenient than
springs."
Dr. Garey, on Sulphur Prairie but formerly of Jefferson said:
"They llad not had a case of fever during eight months. He believes that
chills are universally met with, but that they assume a very unimportant
character, and he rarely sees such a patient more than once. He first cor·
rects the secretions by calomel and other remedies, and then administers
the following medicine:
Quinine gr. x, morphia gr. %, ant. pet. tart. gr. iij, ft. pil ix, sumat j
ter die.
liThe disease soon disappears when thus treated, and leaves no disposi-
tion to a relapse; but he recommends that persons in health should keep
the secretions healthy. They suffer from pneumonia in the winter.
"He thinks the wire grass to surpass the mesquite; and stock rearing
and feeding and wool growing to be most profitable occupations. Slavery
is almost unknown there, and the settlers are far more industrious than
in the south. Many private schools are established in the neighbourhood,
and the settlers are very moral in their habits. A small farm of eighty
acres is as valuable to a settler as one of a thousand acres, since a limit-
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less number of cattle may graze upon the prairies, without cost to the
owner. Each settler has his own mark upon his stock, which is known and
respected by other settlers. The winters are cool, hut they do not feed the
cattle. It is rare to find a barren cow or mare. They import Durham bulls
from Missouri and frequently change the stock. Sheep do remarkably well,
kee'p in fine condition, and yield a fleece of 41 Ibs. twice a year. They are
not numerous at present, and therefore cannot be readily bought. Labour
is abundant and cost $10 to $12 per month."
.Mr. Hargreaves, of Sulphur Bottom, said:
uHe had established his mill very recently, and it works with a hori-
zontal wheel, which is clogged by the water in winter time. He saws wood,
grinds grain and cleans cotton. For the former he charges $H per hun-
dred feet for hard wood; and for grinding corn and wheat, he obtains
$%. The Indiana half-bushel contains one thousand seventy-five and one-
fifth square inches, which he believes to be the measure of the States in
general. He knows that the wheat. brought to his mill averages 62 lbs.
to the bushel.
Mr. Dess, near to Sulphur Bottom, Lamar county, an intelligent, polite
and energetic young man, said:
uBe had a herd of four hundred cattle, many sheep, goats, hogs, and
almost aU kinds of stock. Deer are very plentiful, and afford them much
sport on dark nights by fire hunting. There is always an abundance of
stock water on the prairies, near to Paris; and drinking water is obtained
from springs, wells, and cisterns. The mesquite grass is better than the wire
grass, since it retains its nutritive quality during the winter. The natural
grass of the black loam is called the 'Calamus,' and keeps the herds in
good condition during the whole year. This soil is of the richest qualit),.
from eighteen inches to eighteen feet in depth. based upon red and yellow
clay. and is easily washed away. The clay is of excellent quality. Sheep
thrive well. They shear twice a year and the wool nets them one bit per
lb. Mule breeding is very lucrative. The jack is worth $200 to $500, and
his owner receives $8 for every foal. His father is aged, and had formerly
farmed upon Upper Red River. The cotton lands there are e.xcellent, and
yield fuJI one bale to the acre. The carriage from Pine Bill do,vn Red
River to Shreeveport, is $2 per bale, but by land SH per 100 Ibs:' Be is
very well acquainted with the disturbances which had prevailed in the
country and related the following story:
itA gang of four men had long infested the country by stealing valuable
mares and ca.rrying them up into the Indian nation, so that suspicion
might rest upon the Indians, and thence to other places, where they sold
them; and also by cornrni tting various murders. One of the gang was an
old man, whose conscience gave him no rest, and he determined to give
himself up to justice. The last crime committed by them was the murder
of a small Indian party of men, women and children, and the seizure of
their horses and stock of pel tries. The old man took no part in the murder,
except in being present and after its occurence he reported the whole
transaction to several persons residing in the neighbourhood and gave
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himself into their hands. These persons soon collected a body of volunteers
who first visited the scenes of the reported murder, in order to know that
the old man had told the truth. There they found all the bodies, and ascer-
tained that the horses and skins had been taken away. They next pursued
the murderers and found only one of them, the remaining two having
accompanied the horses and skinsj but having learnt the direction taken
by them, they pursued and captured them also. They then formed a jury
of twelve men, selected out of the four neighbouring counties, before whom
they brought the mw-derers, and gave them seven days to prepare their
defence. The old man at this trial stated that two of the gang had for-
merly quarrelled with a Mr. Roberts, and had hired a stranger to shoot
him. He was shot. at the plough, so that the body was not discovered until
a search had been mnde for him. They arrested these two persons on sus·
picion, but they each proved an alibi and escaped. These and other crimes
were confessed to by tile old man, and proved in evidence, and the four
were condemned to be hung in ten days, if in the mean time they did noL
prove their innocence. They were nIl hung together."
~lr. Houndshelt on the southeastern corner of Lamar County, who ap_
Ileored to have more domestic conveniences than any farmer into whose
house we had entered. as also mahogany tables and bedposts, mirrors, gla.ss
3lld other articles of luxury, said:
lOBe had emigrated to that spot fourteen years ago, when the Indians
occupied that part of the country as their hunting ground. His fellow
emigrants became fearful for their safety nnd soon left the country, but
he had never left the spot upon which be first settled. The Indians never
injured them in person, but would steal their property unless they were
watched. They regularly purchased articles of food :from him, and were
honourable in their dealings. He had received a grant of 4605 acres and had
remained upon it a length of time sufficient to gain a good title to it. A
large portion of this land is now worth $3 per acre, and the remainder $1
per acre. He is thus well remunerated for the little risk to which he was
c..'Xposed, whilst his more timid companions rernnin in poyerty. Mrs. Hound-
shell had daily been about the farm and neighbourhood, and had ne\'er seen
a buffalo, bear, panther or rattlesnake. Since they had settled there, the
buffalo had been plentiful upon the prairies about Clarkesville, Paris
and Bonham. The bears hid themselves in the Sulphur bottom, which 1S
about eight miles distant, and are frequently hunted by the settlers to
prevent their stealing the hogs. The hunts are always carried on on foot,
and are ineffectual from the fleetness of the bear, unless they can compel
him to take to a tree. They have several excellent hounds, which go out
in pairs to hunt, and keep all noxious animals from their neighbourhood.
Mrs. Houndshell had frequently kiUed the common and harmless variety
of snakes, which were formerly very numerous around them. Their farm
produces excellent wheat, weighing 67 lbs. to the bushel, and yielding
twenty bushels per acrej and forty bushels could readily be raised if they
gave more attention to the cultivation of it. The corn yields fifty bushels
per acre, and meets with daily ~ale at $! and $* per bushel. During the
present season the crops had suffered much from continuous rain, nnd the
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price of corn would probably be increased during the coming year. His land
yields one bale of cotton per acre, of excellent quality, producing 4%. to 5
per lb. net; and he raises eight bales to each hand, besides corn and other
grain. He hauls his cotton to Pine Bluff, \vhence it is shipped to New
Orleans, at a cost of $4 per bale; and the excessive charge had induced
the people to build flat hoats thi." season, which had ruined the steam
boats on upper Red River. His tobacco is very healthful and grows
luxuriantly. Its quality is inferior to none, but they do not know how to
manufacture it into the market; but he sells it at home for $~ per lb. The
caster oil and sarsaparilla plants grow abundantaly in the woods around
him. The former plant yields the finest quality of oil, and the latter is
only inferior to the South American variety; but it is probable that culti-
vation would much improve them.
He, and almost all his neighbours, are professors of religion, and take
an active part in the methodist and presbyterian societies. They are sur-
rounded by chapels. and have an abundance of ministers; and religion
really influences the hearts of the people. His son-ill-law is a student with
the Rev. Mr. McKenzie, who conducts a college near to Paris, and edu-
cates young men chiefly for the ministry. The cost is two to five dollars for
month, during a session of nve months, and the students may board with
him at a further charge of ten dollars per month, or they can be well
boarded in the neighbourhood at a less cost. Rooms are set apart exclu-
sively for two or three students each. He and his wife had emigrated from
Alabama and are of English descent. They believe the climate of that part
of Texas to be excellent, and he knows from experience that a white man
can work as well in cotton growing and do as much work as the black
man. Abundance of white laoour may be procured at eight to ten dollars
per month, found. Dealers buy their cattle readily at two cents per lb., on
foot, and he knows an instance where a dealer gave him ten dollars aver-
age, having incurred an extra expense of about six dollars per head only.
The vine grows best on their sandy land. The cattle keep themselves within
the home range, and find their feed during the wholo year. He much regrets
that they have not a better quality of seed for the production of grain."
The eounty clerk at Paris showed us the Lamar county map and stated:
"But that very little land remains unlocated in that oounty. The largest
plots are one of woodland on the east side of Paris and one of wire grass
Prairie to the west of that town. There are no persons holding many leagues
of land in one name, but in the southwest corner of the county he knows
that several leagues may be purchased, and that the situation is most
desirable for the purposes of a colony. It is situated betwixt the Sulphurs,
is near to navigation, has good limestone quarries, and abundance of
springs of excellent water. The soil is the richest black loam, high and
rolling, and he believes the neighbourhood to be healthful. The land may
be purchased from half-a-dollar to one dollar per acre."
Mr. Dess was present and confirmed the above statements.
The county surveyor of Lamar county sta.ted:
"The legal cost of locating land is $2 per running mile for surveying,
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or 24 dollars per league, and three dollars per league for patenting. If the
surveyor be required to select a location, a special agreement is entered
into the selection, surveying and patenting, and he usually receives one-
third of the land so surveyed."
An nlinoian, residing on Spring Creek Prairie stated:
"He had emigrated from Illinois during the last year, travelling in his
waggon, and with his stock, by the route of Arkansas. His expenses in trav-
elling amounted to 100 dollars. because corn and fodder were dear, and
he had determined to bring his stock to Texas in good condition, so that
they might the better bear the change of climate. He brought a pretty
chestnut stallion which was four years old this spring, and had made by
him 200 dollars this season. He values him at 500 dollars. He greatly
prefers the climate of Texas. since in Illinois they feed stock six to seven
months every year, and suffer from much snow and cold wintry weather.
This climate produces better wheat than is grown in TIlinois, but the corn
is not so good from the dry weather setting in too soo11. The ta.'(es in
Illinois are twice as heavy as those in Texas. The French under Cabet's
direction, passed by his house during the past year. They travelled on foot
through the country, carrying heavy packs on their backs, during the
hottest season of the year, viz., in July and August. They were very care-
less as it regards exposure and food, and usually lived in lhe creek
bottoms. The labourers work well, but are scarce during sewing and har-
vest time, having been attracted to other localities by the California gold
and the Texas Rangers. During the ploughing season, a boy who can hold
a plough may obtain half a dollar per day. This prairie i.s beautiful, and
is composed of excellent soil, and is settled by nlinoians chiefly. The black
soil is very sticky and disagreeable in wet weatherj but a mixture of sand
and lime spread over it removes this disagreeable property. He arrived
in Texas without funds, but now had forty acres of land fenced in and
cultivated, as also a small stock of sheep, cattle, hogs and brood mares."
Mr. M'Gee, a proprietor of Jordan Saline, and the grandson of an Irish
emigrant, said:
"He had resided in Texas during twenty years, and is a Justice of Peace,
receiving certain fees of office. He knows the lands held by Colonel Reily
and is quite certain that the Colonel is simply an agent for a New York
Company, who first sent out a Mr. Allen to locate the head right, and after
his death appointed Colonel Reily. This company had given large sums
of money to aid the Revolution. The Colonel was accounted to be an eminent
lawyer when he emigrated to the State, but had not since practiced his pro-
fession except in his own cases. He is a shrewd and highly honourable
man, and one who did good service in acquiring their independence.
liRe (M'Gee) resides near to a small salt prairie, where any quantity
of brine may be obtained. They have not a sufficient capital to carry on
their salt works with much advantage, and therefore desire to sell them
to others. They own 6000 acres of woodland, which supplies them with
fuel, and three cast iron boilers in which to evaporate the liquor; but they
have no steam engine to pump up the brine, nor any evaporaters. They
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are situated upon the main road, at least sixty miles from any other saline,
so that they can command the trade in that neighbourhood. They do not
know how to purify the salt, and consequently it is of inferior quality.
They produce 500 bushels per month (56 Ibs. per bushel) for which they
obtain 62! per bushel-$312!.
"The expenditure incurred is for
100 cords of fire wood, cut and carried,
at 7S¢ per cord
Three men, at 18 dols. each per month
The profit, after deducting interest, the







Dr. Poade and 1\1r. Richardson breakfasted with them four days before
our arrival, and stated that they had purchased the preemptive right to
640 acres of Mr. Damons, near to Porter's Bluff, on the Trinity River.
Judge English, of Bonham, a kind, hospitable and intelligent man, age 58,
said:
URis grandparents emigrated from England, and his fathel' had settled
in Texas in 1816, being one of the first pioneers. He came with his father
and was brought up as a backwoodsman, and had never left the neighbow'-
hood of his first location. On his an-ivaI, the country was in the possession
oC the Indians, and he had to maintain n perpetual warfare against them.
A few settlers lived near each other, and built a block house, into which
they ran when attacked by the Indians, and whence they could fire down
upon them. These block houses were stored with provision and ammuni-
tion. The danger was always present, so that during fifteen or twenty years
he ne\'er slept more than three hours on anyone occasion, and was
awakened with the slightest noise. His dogs did much towards destroy-
ing the Indians by keeping watch whilst the men slept, and their barking
whenever the Indians appeared. Thus their strength was supported, and
they were able to fight night and day. Near to his present residence he bas
built a block house, which years ago, was their castle. They eat the flesh
of buffalo, which was then most abundant upon the prairie; of deer, which
abounded on the high woodland; and of the bear, which they hunted in
the river bottoms. This latter food was essential, since it possesses much
of the flavour and property of bacon; and the grease was valuable. He
kept up a breed of dogs which were invaluable in a bear hunt, a.nd aceom·
panied by these dogs, was always successful in panther and bear hunt-
ing. In one season he killed sixty panthers, having discovered their retreat
and laid in wait for them. He neyer knew a bear to attack a camp, except
on the following occasion.
Himself and friend went out to hunt bear, accompanied by their dogs,
and having paddled their canoe down to a certain point on a creek, gave
it into the charge of their servant, whilst they landed for the night; when
they had made a fire and laid down to sleep, surrounded by the dogs. Dur-
ing the night the dogs suddenly began to bark violently, which awoke
him, and excited his suspicion as to the near approach of an enemy. He
instantly jumped up and awoke his companion and endeavoured to find out
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a cause for the disturbance. His friend advised that they should load
their rifles, without delay; and immediately they heard a loud noise, evi-
dently made by a bear a some little distance, followed by a splash into
the water on the opposite side of the creek. The ball was then in the
muzzle of their guns, yet they dar d not delay time by reaming it down,
but thought it best for them instantly to climb up a tree. In a moment
a large she bear ascended the bank and jumped amongst the dogs, which
she chased around the fire until they had scattered the embers to the
winds and left them in total darkness. After a time the chase slackened,
and they heal'd the bear climb into a tree near to them. It appeared that
the belUJs attention had been altogether set upon the dogs, and that she
had not noticed them. They then thought it best to descend, and to take
steps to secure their safety. The Judge rammed down his balls as speedily
as possible, whilst the other took a deliberate aim and shot her. They were
so much alarmed with this recontre that they had never been able to agree
as to its details. The next morning they found two cubs on th opposite
side of the creek, which proved that the bear, travelling with her cubs,
had scented or heard the dogs, and fearing for the safety of her offspring,
had determined to leave them and attack her enemies.
He is well acquainted with all the chang s through which this country
had passed, and had joined others in punishing those settlers who had
rendered life and property insecure. He had set upon the jury in the affair
mentioned by Mr. Dess, and was present at the execution.
Many per ons have settled in the country dW'ing the last few yelU"S,
expecting to be able to live by their rifle after the manner of the early
pioneers, but they cannot do so since the buffalo al'e gon , the deer al"e
diminished in number, and the bear is become a stranger. Ali persons now
entering the country ought to cultivate the land.
H.is father planted corn after the first year, and eventually set up a
water mill, and did much to settle the country. He (the Judge) had recently
built a new fl-amed house for education and l"eligious purposes. The school
is well attended by chilm' n during the week, and on Sundays the chapel
is tilled with worshippers. They have religious service l"egularly, and be-
lieve that no more moral place could be found in the world.
A good steam mill is much required near to Bonham, and a very suitahle
situation can be purchased at 1 per acre. Timber Creek has never-failing
springs, and there are many mill seats at the heads of the Bois d'arc.
Any person would find it very profitable lo pw'chase a portable thrashing
machine, with which to tlu-ash out their corn in the field. The pro luce is
at present consumed by the influx of emigl-ants, but the future prosperity
of this neighbourhood d pends upon the construction of a railway. The
settlers hope that the gl"eat Pacific Railroad will run tlu'ough orthern
Texas, and Lhey are willing to give l:lr~e quanti i s of land to aid th
construction of the railway from Pine Hill to Galveston. He has u unlly
reaped his wheat on May 4th, and tbel"efore they could carry th ir flour
into the New Orleans market two months befOl"e it can be imported from
the Western States. In July or August they blU11 the prairie grass, :lnd a
delicate short grass then springs up, which keeps the cattle in fair condi-
tion dW'ing the winter, so that they might carry fat beeves to New 01'-
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leans in March, full three months before the period of importation from
Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, or Ohio. These facts prove that this section of
the COWltry will always command the best market of the world, and the
produce will support a railway.
Goods are sold at Bonham at lower prices than at Jefferson and Shreeve-
port, from the prevalence of a more honest system of trade in the former
place.
The Bois d'arc wood makes excellent waggons, knife handles, and fancy
articles, and is used by the French as a yellow dye. The younger branches
are selected for the manufacture of walking canes. He thinks very highly
of Reily's land, on the Bois d'arc, although they are covered with the
dense thicket peculiar to this creek. The country has been settled most
rapidly during the last four years. In 1844 the old Fannin county em-
braced only 300 voters but now it is divided into six cOWlties, and this one
has 600 votes. He mows the neighbourhood to be very healthful, and that
the settlers upon the Red River seek this ridge when their health fails.
Flax grows luxuriantly.
Drs. Penwell and Mackay, of Bonham, stated:
"Their neighbourhood is particularly healthful. Ague is their ordinary
disease, but its attacks were so slight, that they rarely see a patient more
than once, and on many occasions have sent the remedy without visiting
the patients. All emigrants are liable to its attacks, but those persons
exercising ordinary temperance and prudence have nothing to fear. The
ague assumes a serious character on Red River, and abounds; and they
are able to recognize a Red River man by his countenance. Disease of the
liver and spleen are rampant in that situation.
Dr. Penwell's usual plan of treatment is to commence with the quinine,
ten grains of which, in two doses, suffices to break the attack. After this
is effected, he attends to the condition of the liver and the other internal
organs.
Dr. Connover, residing upon Peter's colony, three miles from Dallas city,
stated:
"He emigrated from Kentucky about five years ago, when buffalo roamed
over these prairies, and the Indians were the masters of the soil. He
determined not to enter into any dealings with the Indians, but stated
to them that he did not desire to injure or to be injured by them; by
which mode of procedure he had avoided any contests, and had never
suffered except in the loss of his horses, which the Indians stole as occasion
offered. Provisions were then very scarce from the want of cultivators,
and very dear from the excessive demand for them, as well as the distance
whence they were procured, and the risk which attended the importation
of them into the Colony. He found it necessary to pay four young men $25
per month each, to protect his family and waggons.
The Trinity valley is eight miles in width, and covered with cedar and
other excellent timber, and may be purchased at $1 to $2 per acre. Springs
are very abundant, over that part of the country, and he had several of
excellent quality in taste and temperature. The cliffs near to his house are
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80 feet high, composed of a thin layer of very hard sandstone, a layer of
magnesian limestone, and a thick mass of limestone suitable for building
purposes. In both these varieties of limestone there are many metallic
nodules, some of which are of very large size. Crystallized sulphate of
lime abounds in the neighbourhood. He has apples growing in his garden,
and a vine climbing to the top of a tree 100 feet high, supplying them
with excellent grapes.
The grant for Peter's Colony e..'qlired in July, 1848. It was an agreement
entered into betwh.1; the late Government of Texas and certain persons,
in virtue of which these persons became entitled to a quantity of land,
proportioned to the number of families settled by them upon the lands
known as Peter's Colony, provided all the provisions of the Charter were
faithfully carried out. One of these provisions had reference to the number
of persons to be introduced within a limited period. This number has not
been introduced, and therefore their claim fails. Another provision was
that each married man should be entitled to 640 acres of land, upon which
he should be required to build a hous and to fence fifteen acres, and to
remain upon the land for a period of tln'ee years, or they might give to
him 320 acres, building his house and fence themselves. But they would
neither build his house and put up his fence, not give to the settler more
than 320 acres; and thus again broke their agreement, and also incurred
the ill will of the colonists. No proper location for the settlers' lands were
made, and they often located themselves party or wholly on Government
or other lands, over the boundaries of the Colony. Notices had been served
upon them during the past year, requil'ing them to quit possession of such
lands as did not belong to the Colony, but they had refused to obey the
injunction. The settlers are at present in a very excited state, and fearful
lest they should lose their property from the nonfulfillment of the terms
of the Charter; but there is no doubt that the Government will secm'e to
each bona fide settler under the contract the full quantity of land which
the contractors had poweJ.· to offer to them. A very large portion of the
land set apart for the purposes of the Colony is still unappropriated and
has not reverted to the Government. The situation and character of the
lands are excellent, and will soon be brought into the market at the ordeJ.·
of the Government. Many English families are situated within the Colony.
ommodore l\:[oore of the late Texan navy, a Texan by birth, and one
who had travelled through the whole country, stated:
He greatly prefers Limestone, Milam, Williams, Travis and Little River
counties. Goliad and Guadalupe counties are well adapted for sheep, but
the latter becomes hot and dry during the summer. The Brazos riveJ.· is
navigable to Washington; the Trinity to Sulphul' fork, and the Colorado
to Austin; so that the counties just named lie at a point distant from
navigation. The Red River is an uncertain stream, being occasionally dry
in a part of its course, for two or more months at a time. The northern
counties, as Hopkins county, have good soil, and are rolling and healthful.
The country has been much maligned, but is second to none. It offers perfect
security to the inhabitants, and he bad travelled hundr cIs of miles alone,
or accompanying a lady, ancI had slept in the open ail' more than twenty
nights at one time, without being in any danger from man or beasts. No
country can be more secure than is Texas; th settled States are far less
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so. The tax for general purposes is the smallest of those of any of the
United States, being only about one-tenth of a halfpenny per acre; and
the whole revenue does not exceed £ 25,000 per year. A license is required
in order to open a store, one part of which is paid to the Government and
another to the county. The national debt is somewhat large, but the Gov-
ernment holds an abundant quantity of land wherewith to pa~T it. The
General Land Office is at Austin, and is one of the most perfectly managed
establishments in the world. Several colonies of Germans cultivate a rank
kind of tobacco, which they cut three times during each season. Three
hundred and two families emigrated to Texas in 1846, from Missouri,
where, in common with the 'Western States, there is much disease. Emi-
grants should arrive in Texas in November, before the rains have softoned
the primitive roads.
Mr. Bean. Water-street, New York, was present at our interview with
Commodore )foore, and stated:
"He had travelled over various parts of Texas on many occasions, and
believes it to be in every respect the most eligible of all the States. The
inhabitants are kind and courteous, but lack industry, on account of the
climate, the great abundance of food, the few wants, and the absence of
any necessity to labour. Two days' work in Texas is equivalent to six days'
labour in the State of New York. Slavery is seen but seldom at any point
north of Austin. White labour is not abundant, but this does not arise
from the presence of slave~T; rather from the smallness of the population,
and the ease 'with which men live. Texas offers perfect securityj for he
had never seen any dangerous beast, and but one rattlesnake, and that on
an occasion when they hunted for it. He knows very little of the north-
eastern counties, and recommends those pointed out by Commodore Moore.
The State will not be divided at present, since each subdivided State would
send two senators to the United States Senate, a number equal to that
from all'~~ other State, and this the older States will oppose. The sand-bars
at the mouths of the rivers may be removed. Emigrants should arrive in
January or February.
Major Campbell, of Clinton, near Jefferson, Texas, stated:
"He is a large planter, and has recently emigrated from Missouri. He
had travelled over the greater portion of the state, for the purpose of
settling in the country, and at length had selected his present position, to
which he hrought a part of his family six years ago. The red soil is found
to the south of Sulphur fork of Red River, and the heavy black loam to the
north of it. The former produC€s cotton, tobacco, and grain and the latter,
stock and grain, and is unsurpasEed for farming- pUrpOlo,es. Cotton is pro-
duced of the best quality betwixt 32 0 and 33~~ 0 of north latitude, and will
grm,-;: \vell upon the black soil; but when blown out by the rough winds, is
fltajned by contact with it. He had recently commenced the cultivation of
tobacco, and knows that it may he grown of fine quality, and is much
preferred by the French in manufactured cig-ul's. The usual return is 700
Ib5. per acre, selling at $10 per 100 Ibs., whilst the Virginian tobacco sells
at S5 per 100 Ibs. One hand will raise ten acres of tobacco awl five acres
of corn yearly, yielding a return from the tobacco only of $700 per year.
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He thinks this production is very suitable to Europeans, and recommends
it in preference to that of cotton. He is well acquainted with Colonel
Thorn's land in Cherokee County which is of the red soil of second-rate
quality, mostly woodland, without mill power and far from navigation;
but is good cotton and corn land. He particularly recommends his own
neighbourhood on Big Bend on Lake Caddo, where there is fine red soil,
excellent water, plenty of mill power, much timber (including pine), clay,
Limestone ::Lnd ironstone; and above all it is upon the line of navigation.
The chief objections to the black soil are that the water is not abundant,
there is little or no mill power, and there is a deficiency of timber. The
inhabitants meet the first by making wells and cisterns, and he knows that
the last will disappear whenever the yearly fires are prevented; for he is
well acquainted with large woodland districts in Missouri which forty years
ago were prai.ries. If we seek cotton lands he advises us to select the Chero-
kee district: if farms, for stock raising and grain growing he recommends
Fannin and adjoining counties; but if we would pursue commerce, we
must select the Big Bend.
Dr. Martin, of Marshall, had travelled much in Texas, and in the other
States. and said:
"Americans are very much disposed to change, and leave their locations
every eighteen months. If a settler hear his neighbour's axe, or the lowing
of his oxen, he thinks that there is not room for both, and that one of
them must leave. Professional men have the same habit, and by it they do
not become ricb.
The tarantula is avoided by horses, buffalo, Indians and almost every
creature, but \"\'ill not bite unless trod upon, and then they can only bite
downwards. There are two kinds of rattlesnakes, one four feet and the
other fifteen inches in length. The fonner always warns the intruder, on
which account the Indian will not kill him, saying that he is a fair enemy,
and will not bite if you keep out of his way. Their bite does not affect hogs,
but the hogs eat them in great numbers. The remedies for the bite are
liq: ammeniae and olive oil administered internally and externally. He
approved of the statements made by Major Campbell. The cattle and grain
of N. E. Texas are not exported, but are consumed in the country. Western
Louisiana depends upon Texas for stock. meat, and grain, and so soon as
t.here is a supply of good mills and plenty of productions, this market will
demand all their surplus. The water is not good, and fever is prevalent
during the first season. Cotton planting is not a suit..'\ble employment for
whites, as the dust is likely to induce inflammation of the lungs. They
have no asthma and but little of any pectoral affections. The caster oil
plants yield good. returns on the Red River; and the sarsaparilla would
become by cultivation equal to the South American variety. The Red River
rises twice every ~~ear, once in the winter, and again in the summer from
the melting of the snow on the Rocky Mountains. The lakes are navigable
all the year, but boats cannot always reach Jefferson on account of the
small size of Cypress Creek. Harrison county is one of the finest in the
State, and the whole State is unsurpassed by any country under heaven."
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Captain Knight, the intelligent and agreeable commander of the New
World, one of the American line of packets, said:
In the summer season, the winds are light and variable and eas~rly.
The most agreeable passages to the westward are made in April, May,
August, September, and October. In the winter the passages are long and
rough, and it is then better to proceed by steamer. It matters not when
the passage is made from Liverpool to New Orleans, for the vessel enters
the trade winds soon after it leaves the channel, and is carried readily
along in a pleasant climate. There is not more inconvenience in making the
New Orleans passage in the winter, than one to New York in the summer.
It is unwise to proceed by a London boat, since the channel passage is then
lengthened, and this is the only dangerous and unpleasant part of the
voyage; but if it be thought advisable to proceed in such a ship, the
luggage should be placed on board in London and the passengers embark
at Portsmouth. They avoid the current of the Gulph in entering New Or-
leans, but take advantage of it on leaving that port. It matters but little
to the emigrant in what line of packet ship he sails to New York, since
they are all good ships, well manned and commanded, and well supplied; but
in the New Orleans trade, it is well to learn the character of the captain,
also the variety and quality of provisions for the table. In the former
trade the captain has his own success dependent upon the opinion of the
public, 'hut not so in the latter.
American ships are better sailors and more commodious than English
ships, for the Americans could sell their ships at their full value for
whalers when they are about seven years old, and shipowners have taken
advantage of this market, and built new ones, which have been improved.
An American ship is called old when it has been built from seven to ten
years. The English, having no such market for their old ships, have not
built so many new ones, and have used their vessels during a more length-
ened period; and the term "old" as applied to an English vessel, implies
that it has been built twenty to forty years.
The pay of an American ship, to the captain and crew, is higher than
on a like English ship; and, therefore, the American captains are usually
superior in intelligence and education to the English captains. Thus the
captain of an English vessel of eight-hundred tons, trading from Liver-
pool to New York, will not receive more than £200 yearly; whilst the
captains of a similar American ship will make £400. The captains of the
Cunard steamers receive only £400 per year, whilst Collins, who is now
building the rival steamers, offers £1200; and even this latter sum is
rejected by captains in the American packet service. The captains of the
large packet ships make from £800 to £1200 per year, being paid a com-
mission of five per cent upon the gross returns of the ship; and thus they
gain if the owners lose. They are also part owners of their vessels, and
purchase the right to command the ship, the which right they have power
to sell. The New World must earn £3000 per voyage, in order to pay her
expenses; and it is expected that she gain $20,000 yearly, in addition,
so that in five years she may repay the cost of building her. The captains
of transient ships obtain a less remuneration, since they do not run with
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the regularity of the packet ships; and when ever it will not pay the
owner to freight the shipt the captain receives his $30 per month only.
The newest of the Cunard steamers are the fastest t but the older ones
are the safest. Mr. Lott, the commander of the Europa, said that their
power drove the ships through the body of the waves and that they fre-
quently cut off six feet of green water with their prow, which swept the
deck. In rough weather, the passengers cannot appear upon deck. Their
sides are too low, and therefore, Collins is now building his vessels half
or three-quarters larger than those of the Cunard line.
The owners of ships in the New Orleans trade make their profits in
the return trip, and the freightage is much lower to New Orleans than to
New York. It is probable that a ship of eight-hundred tons may be char-
tered for £400, although October is not a favourable month in which to
charter them. The average length of passage to New Orleans is about
forty-five dayst and that to New York is thirty days.
He had been brought up in Vermont, one of the New England states,
where the thermometer rises to 100° in the shade in summer, and in the
long winter the cold freezes mercury. The skin of the hand remains at-
tached to iron which has been incautionsly touched during the winter.
The soil is usually very thin, and requires great cultivation, S<) that the
farmers are poor and very industrious. Certain valleys, as the Connecticut
valley, are llery fertile. Many of the inhabitants are yearly emigrating to
a richer soil, and a more genial clime, and it would be an absurdity
for persons to emigrate to the New England states.
LIST OF PRICES
This list has been collected with great care, and it has been assumed
that the goods would be purchased in considerable quanties.
The Dollar $ = 4s 2d. - The Cent % = !d
New Orleal18
dols. cts.
Axe, Collints per doz. 13 0
Axe, broad, Collin's each Uto2i 0
Axe, hand, Collin's, medium size per doz. 7 50
Axe, grubbing nto9 0
Axe, handles 2 0
Hoe, 8 in. 4 dollars per doz. ditto 9 in. 5§ 0
Hoe, Garden 8 0
Hoe, Grubbing 71 to 9 0
Spade, English, without handles 10 50
S~ade, English, with handles 8 0
S ovels, small size, No. I, Rowlands 9 0
Shovels, small size, No.2, Rowlands 7 50
Shovels, Long handles 0 12
Shovels, grain each 1 0
Plough, one horse 3 0
Plough, hand for garden per doz. 8 0
Nails, cut, sorted 100 Ibs. 4 50
Glue, common per lb. 0 12i
Glue, best 0 25
Saucepans, tinned iron, very rough, No. 4 each 0 50
Saucepans, tinned iron, very rough, No. 8 0 90
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Tea Kettles, iron
Tea Kettles, Copper, six quarts
Tea Kettles, Coppert five quarts
Frying pans, No. 3
Frying pans, No. 2
Sieves
Coffee mills, flat, small, No. 1
Augurs
Gridiron, 12 bars





Brushes, shoe, 10 inches
Brushes, whitewash
Hammocks, Campeachy
Sieves, English twine, 6 feet square
Sieves, cotton twine, 6 feet square
Bellows, smith's (add one dol. additional)
Vice, smithts
Saw, hand, English, 26 inches
Saw, hand, English, 26 inches
Saw, cross cut
Saw, mill and pit
Saw, circular, 15 inches





Scales and weights, stand, to weigh 4 lbs.
to ~ oz.









Chaff cutter, very superior
Forks, hay, 6 daIs. per doz. Sickles
Scyth~ grass, 12 daIs. per dozen Ditto corn
Hames, horse and mule
Putty, 6 cis. per lb. Ink, 8-oz. bottles
Window glass, 8 in. x 10 in.
Window glass, 12 in x 16 in.
Pans, bell metal
Pans, bell metal, hammered
Tin pans, 2 quarts
Tin pans, 4 quarts
Tin pans, 6 quarts
Tin pans, 10 quarts with handles
Tin buckets, 3 quarts, with covers
Tin buckets, 4 quarts, with covers
Tin buckets, 8 quarts, with covers
Tin coffee boilers, 6 quarts
Tin coffee boilers, 3 quarts
Tin Dripping Pans, 8 in.
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o200
daIs. cts.
Tin m ::l.sure", gallon to half-pint pel' et 1 25
Tin wash kettle, 16 gallons 'ach 4- 0
Lamps, hand, globular, guarded 1 50
Rak ,garden, 12 teeth per dozen 9 0
Coal ho~ iron, 1 dol. each. Shears, hedge each 3 0
Twine, .r;ngUsh pel' lb. 0 50
Pine r , carpenters, large per dozen 9 0
Knives, Sheffield, ivory handles, good fifty pieces 15 0
Kni\' s, Sheffield, very common pel' dozen H to 3~ 0
Knives, carvers, buck handles 9 0
Knives, pen, four blades, good 13~ 0
Rammel's, nail, No.1 5 0
Hammers, nail, o. 2 4 0
Rammel's, smltlu' pel" lb. 0 1211
Bits, bridle, snaffle, very inferior per dozen 2 25
Bits, bridle, name, brass ends 12 0
Bits, bridle, curb, iron, very inferior 1 50
Locks, rim, W'O bolts, 6 inches per doz n 16 50
Locks, rim, two bolts, 8 inches 33 0
Locks, pad, 3 i.nches 3 50
Locks, chest, 4 inches H to 3 0
Locks, tru.nk, 3~ inches 2 75
Bolts, door, barrelled, 10 inches 2 25
Tape, surveyor' , 60 feet a h 1 50
A discount of ten pel' cent, for cash, e.,cept on ~'(es, nail and heavy goods.
The castings are very rough, the tin ~7ery th.in, and the good in general
of very infel;or quality. Cloth.ing is seventy-five per cent dean!' than in
New York. Boots are dearer than in the Eastern state .
Phaeton, very handsome, with head and
harness for one 01' two horses
Shrecveport
Plough, two-horse, ith iron weighing 60 Ibs.
Plough one-horse, with iron weighing 30 Ibs.
Saw, cross-cut
Saw, hand, b st, 26 in.
Sho\.' 1, 1 ng handle
Spades, 15 dais. per dozen han1e, mule
Ox chains, 9 cts. per lb. Ox chains smaller
Ho , poUshed. No.8, 8 dols. Ditto, ditto,
No.7
Hoe, unpolished





Ea.rthenware English, chamber set, ord.inary
Earthernware, English, plates, ",nite
Hyson, best
BI::u:k tea, good
Bricks a.t th kiln
Bricks bu.ilt, including morta.r
Shingles
Saw mill, with machinery for ooe ga.:og,
not set up
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Jefferson, Cass County
dols. ets.
Drapery and most goods from 100 to 300 per cent dearer than at New
Orleans.
Titus County, Mr. Peacock
Cotton, gin of 45 shaws, 3 dols. per shaw
Titus County, Mr. Binion
135 o
Raw sugar





















Collins County, Mr. Roberts
each 10 o
Salt, impure
Van Zampt County, Jordana Saline
50 lbs. o 62i
Pennsylvania
Thrashing machine, 100 dols. each Plough each
Harrows, 7 dols. each Cultivators
Waggon, 70 dols. Drill












Saw mill, patent, worked by 6 horses









Lumber, pine per 1000 sq. it. 9 0
Lumber, walnut 20 0
Shingles per 1000 2 25
Laths, 52 in. x 11 x i 2 50
Framed house, complete, small neat each 170 0
Framed house, complete, good size 290 0
Framed house, complete, 12 rooms, well built 900 0
Flour, barrel 196 Ibs. 31-4
Bricks, 4 dols. per 1000 Sugar, raw per lb. 0 5
SUlar, loaf, 10 cts. per lb. Tea, good 0 62!
Co ee, 9 eta. per lb. Harness, carriage per set 16-28 0
Harness, cart 12
Saddle, riding, 5-10 dols. each Bridle each 0 75
Saw, mill, 75 cts. per foot Nails, cut per 100 Ibs. 4 76
Anvils, 12j cts. per lb. Vice per lb. 0 1211
Sheet iron, 8 cts. per lb. Bellows, 14 in. each 10 0
Bellows, 17 in. 16 daIs. each Hinges per lb. 0 8
Bar irons, 2j ets. per lb. Axes, hand per dozen 11 50
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dols. cts.
Axes, broad, 2 dols. eacl1 Adzes each 2 0
A.'<1es, 8 cts. per lb. Hammer heads per lb. 0 121
Ox rings each 0 76
Forks, hay, and four grain 6-1 0
Chain, iron, 10 cts. per lb. Pump 31-41 0
Grindstones per lb. 0 1
Steelyards, to weigh 160 Ibs. each 1 0
Stove, piping, good per lb. 0 126
Vott and Co., of Erie, and the Pittsburgh makers are the best. Locks and
toots are much dearer than in England. This is one of the best markets
in the States.
Cairo
Coal, Kentucky, per bushel 76 Ihs. 0 10
Louisville, Ky.
Ray, very coarse per ton 12 0
Lumber, white pine, best 1000 sq. ft. 32 60
Lumber, white pine, common 22 60
Shingles, 3 dols. per 1000 Gas per 1000 ft. 3 60
Gas, public lamp per year 20 0
Steam engine, cylinder 9 in. x 28, equal to
8 HP {lOwer, boiler 40 in. x 24 ft., of
3-16th l1'OlJ 1 in. Bues, wood frame, By
wheel, tac e for one gang of saws 1600 0
Masonry, hard limestone, rock-faced ashlar
butments and wings, complete except ce-
ment, each po.reh 26 c. f. 6 60
Masonry, arches, complete, except cement 12 0
Masonry, rock, rough, delivered two miles 2 26
~lasonry, rock, dressing 0 26
Masonry, rock, dressing parapets and coping 0 40
Masonry, rock, dressing o'f sandstone 0 26
Brickwork, set, complete per 1000 6 0
Bricks at kiln 4 0
WaggoD frame, very good each 66 0
Waggon body, 10 ft. by 11 by 31, plain 10 0
Wsggon body, 10 ft. by 11 by 32, pannelled 20 0
Waggon, buggy, complete, handsome 100 0
Waggon, Ox, complete 60 0
Boots, Wellinton, good perSair 6 60Sickles per oz. 4 60
Spades 11 to 14 0
Traces, bright, 7 feet each 1 0
Nails, cut per 100 Ihs. 4 0
French, burstones, 4 feet diameter per pair 126 0
French., burstones, 2 feet diameter 30 0
Grit stones, 3 feet diameter 60 0
Mill to grind com and wheat, no bolting
apparatus, 2 foot French burstones, to
~ind per hour 15 bushel of com or 5
ushel of wheat 126 0Bar iron, charcoo.l per lb. 0 32Bar iron, round, charcoal, I in. 0 4tBar iron, round, charcoal, i in. 0 41Bar iron, round, charcoal, I in. 0 6
Bar iron, round, c.ha.rcoal, Ii in. 01 61Bar iron, round, charcoal, I in. 0 6!Bar iron, round, charcoal, l in. 0 6!Sheet iron, cha.rcoal, 51¢, Ditto, stone coal 0 6
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Bar iron, stone coal
Hoop iron, 1 in.
Hoop iron, H in.
Hoop iron, 1~ in.
Hoop iron, large
Nails, cut, No. 10 and above
Nails, cut, No. g
Nails, cut, No. 6
Nails, cut, No.4
Nails, cut, No.3
Castings, Tennessee, culinary, very good
Weighing machine, stand, to weight 3000 lbs.
Thrashing machine, complete, horse power
Corn sheller, 14 dols. each. Rope, hemp
Sacking, hemp, 16~ cts. per yd. Sacking,
cotton




Hair mattress, 55 cts. per lb. Feathers
good
Wardrobe, walnut, 5 ft. 10 in. by 6 ft.
Chairs, walnut
Secretary and bureau, very handsome, 9
ft. by 4~
Chest of drawers and glass
Mirror, 16 by 26 in.
Mirror, 14 by 24 in.




Sofa, German pattern, hair cloth, spring
cushion
Chair, arm, very handsome
Chair, arm, velvet pile, spring seat
Chair, arm, mahogany, hair cloth, spring
loose seat, very good
Paper for walls, to cut 21 inches, chamber
Paper for walls, to cut 21 inches, drawing
room
Carpetting, like Kidderminster, yard wide
Mattrass, spring, for bed, large size
Divan




























































































































per lb.Bar iron, charcoal, best
Bar iron, coal
Bar iron, round, i in.
Bar iron, round, D in.
Bar iron, round, il in.
Rar iron, round, ~ in.
Hoop iron, best, 1 in.
Hoop iron, best 11 in.
Anvils, best, 13 ets. per lb. Vice, best
Nails, cut, 10 dy., 3i cts. per lb. Ditto, Sdy.
Waggon springs
Bellows, Smiths' 34 in.
Bellows, Smiths' 36 in.
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Stove, large, 3 ovens
Stove, warming, large
Castings, culinary, excellent per lb.
Sheet iron
Saucepans, enammelled, English No. 2 each
Saucepans, enammelled, English No.4
Saucepans, enammelled, English No.5
Saucepans, enammelled, English No. 6
Saucepans, enanunelled, English No.7 & 8
Kettles, brass, English No. 5
Kettles, brass, English No. 6
Kettles, brass, English No. 7
Kettles, brass, English No. 10
Block tin, 28 eta. per lb. Forks, hay, best per dozen
Forks, hay, common
Scythe, grass, Waldren's, no handles
Scythe, grain, cradles
Scythe, sticks
Pumps, double rod each
Hoe handles, 4 dols. per dozen. Kettles, brass per lb.
Shovels, steel, best per dozen
Spades
Saw, English, 26 in.
Pianos, (Stoddart and Company) 6 octaveseach
Pianos, (Stoddart and Company) 6i octaves
































Oxen, per yoke 55 0
Lwnber, per 100 sq. ft. U-ll 0
Corn, per bushel 0 40
Cotton, 1 bale per acre,
per lb. 0 61
Shreeveport
Horses 80-150 0
Lumber, per 1000 ft. 18 0
Lumber, per 1000 ft.
at the mill 15 0
Lumber, sawing 7 50
Texas, Jefl'erson
Lumber, per 1000 ft. 15 0
Corn, per bushel 1 0
Fodder, per 100 Ibs. 11 0
Cass County
Corn, 30-40 bu. per acre
Wheat, 15-20 bu. per acre
Cotton, 1 bale per acre
Lumber, per 1000 ft. 15 0
Titus County, Mr. Peacock
Cotton, 350 1b8. per acre
Corn, 40 bu. per acre
Wheat, 15 bu. per acre
Cow 12 0
Produce, Its Quantity and Price
dols. ets. daIs. ets.
Oxen, per yoke 40 0
Horses 75 0
Corn, per bushel 1 0
Fodder, per 100 Ibs. 2 0
Titus County, l'tIr. Binion
Beeves, on foot, per lb. 0 2
Whiskey, per gal. 0 50
Fodder, per 100 Ibs. 2 0
Corn 1 25
Flour, Barrel, 196 Ibs. 10 0
Lumber, per 1000 ft. 10 0
Cows and calves 12 0
Oxen, per yoke 40 0
IIorRcs 75 ()
Dried fruits, per bushel 3 0
Mount Pleasant
Oxen, per yoke 40 a
Cotton per acre, 200-300 Ibs.
Cotton, 1 bale per acre,
per lb. 0 5
Corn, 30-35 bu. per acre,
per bu. 76 0
Hopkins County
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Matthews
Beeves, on foot, per lb. 0 2
Corn, per bushel 1 25
Cows and calves 10 0
Horse, good 75 0
l\'!ules 100 0
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dols. cts. dols. cts.
Sheer. H-2 0 Kaufman County
Woo, per lb. 0 sn Mr. SullivanOxen, per yoke 40 0 Cow and calf 10 0Mr. France Oxen, per yoke 35-50 0Wheat, 15-25 bu. per acre Beeves, on foot per lb. 0 2Corn, 30-50 bu. per acre Sheep 2 50
Mr. Hargreaves Horses 65 0
Lumber, hardwood, per
0
Cotton, one bale per acre
1000 ft. 15 Smith County
Lamar County Mr. Hutton
Mr. Houndshell Wheat, 20-25 bu. per acre
Wheat, 20-40 bu. per acre Corn, 30-40 bu. per acre
Corn, 50 bu. per acre, 50-75 cts. per Colonel Well s
bu. Corn, 25-40 bu. pel' acre
Cotton, 1 bale per acre, 4i to 5 cts. Deer skins, per lb. 0 12~
per lb.
2 Upshur CountyBeeves, on foot, per lb. 0
Cows and calves 10 0 Tar, per gallon a 40
Oxen, per yoke 45 0 Charcoal, pine, per bu. a 6
Horses 70 0 1\11'. Armstrong
Mr. Doss Corn, 30 bu. per acre,
Wool, per lb. clear 0 12~ per bu. 0 75
.Mules 100 0 Cotton, 1 bale per acre
Jack 20Q-400 0 Cow and calf 12-15 0
Fannin County, Bonham Oxen, per yoke 40-50 0
Oxen, per yoke 40 0 Mr. Earp
Lumber, at Clarkesville 1 Cow and calf l2~-15 0
per 1000 ft. I Harrison Cnunty, MarshallCarriage, 3 yoke of ox- 25 0 Lumber, per 1000 ft. cash 12 50
en to 500 ft. per
1000 ft. . 15 New York State, Utica
Wheat, 20-30 bu. per acre Corn, 40 bu. per acre
Bulls 12-24 0 Wheat, 15 bu. per acre
Bois D'Arc Creek Horses 75-100 0Oxen, per yoke 75-100 0
Corn, 35-40 bu. per acre 0 50 Sheep 1 0
Wheat, 25-30 bu. per acre 0 75 Wool, per lb. 0 32
Cows 10 0 Wood, per cord,
Oxen, per yoke 50 0 8' x 4 x 4 2-3l; 0
Cattle from the Brazos 3 0 Syracuse wood, ditto 3 0
Pilot Grove Creek Illinois State
Wheat, 15-25 bu. per acre Wheat, per bu. 0 50
Corn, 25-35 bu. per acre Corn, 10-30 eta. per bu.
Upper Red River Illinois Canal
Cotton, 1 bale or more per acre Hickory wood, for fuel
Corn, 40-50 bu. per acre per cord 2 0
Coal, per bu. of 80 lbs. 0 5
Conins County, White Oak Cows 10 0
Settlement Sheep 1 0
Cow and Calf 12 0 Pork, fresh, per 100 lbs. 2 50
Oxen, per yoke 30-60 0 Pork, prime, per 200 lbs. 8 50Pork, mess, per 200 lbs. 10 0
Dallas County,. Spring Creek Prairie Eggs, 3-5 cts. per dozen
Stallion, small chestnut Butter, per lb. 0 121
set 4 500 0 ChickenB, per dozen 1 50
White Oak Creek Ham, per lb. 0 61Shoulders, per lb. 0 4
Oats, 50 bu. per acre Fowls, each 0 12.
Wheat, 25-40 bu. per acre Oxen, per yoke 50 0
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dols. cts. dols. cts.
Illinois River
Ox skins, per lb. 0
Wheat, per bu. 0
lIIinois. Matanzes
Flax, 20 bu. per acre, 60-70
cts. per bu.
Wheat, 20 bu. per acre
Corn, 40-70 bu. per acre
Cows 18





Fencing cnTting, 6 miles 4
Wool, per lb. 0
Mississippi Valley
Wood for fuel, per cord,
11-21
Wood, pine, fuel 41




















































Pigs, 3~4 cts. per lb.
'Visconsin. Milwaukee
Wheat, per bu.


















Oxen I per yoke




































12,000 acres, title disputed,
! cash, remainde.r In 1-2
years, per acre 6
1000 acre., 500 cleared 8000
Shreeveport
Town allotments, on the
quay, ea. 5000
Town 40' x 160, ea. 200
One mile away, per acre 100
Jefferson. Texas
Town allotments,
50' x 150' 75-300
Within 5 miles, per acre 3
Jasper County
Improved, per acre 2
Cass County














Improved, per acre 11-3
Rent, 2 dols, per acre, or i of
corn and I cotton
Titua County
Daingerfield






Thomas and Matthews i-I
France, 640 acres, per acre 1
lAmar County
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dols. cts. dols. ets.
Upper Red River Harrison County
Improved, per acre 2-5 0 10 miles W. of Marshall,
3000 acres, ditto, per acre 1 0 per a. 1-2 0Near to Marshall 4--6 0
Fannin County, Bonham 14 miles E. of Marshall 5 0
Town lots, 1 acre 60-100 0 Illinois State
Pilot Grove Creek 1 0 River, :Matanzos, per acre 15 0
Collins County, 8 miles N.E. of 5 miles from river,improved 15 0
MeKinney On the canal 4--15 0
4970 acres of prairie,
0 50 Pennsylvaniaper acre
Woodland 1 0 Northumberland Co.,
~er acre 60 0Dallas County Co umbia, per acre 40-50 0
Woodland and prairie, Other parts 20 0
per acre ~-2 0 Indiana
Kaufman County Improved &-8 0
Sullivan, per acre ~-1 0
Bean 1-11 0 Ohio
Upshur County
Average 20-40 0
On railroad 50--100 0

















Ditto server, per mo.













Grist, when the mill is turned by
mules, i to ~
Ditto, by steam or water, if
Universally
Breaking up prairie land, per acre,
cash 3 dois., barter, 4 dols.
Physicians visit, per mile §-1 0
Medicine, per dose 3: 0
Prescription 1 0
Midwifery fee 10 0
Lawyer's consultation fee 5 0
New York State, Albany
Labourers, per mo.,
found 12-16 0








House, 32' x 150 x 9 clear,




Plastering roof, per sq. yd. 0
Sash making, per light 0
Texas. Titus County
Mr. Binion
Labourer, per mo., found 15





Matthews, ditto, ditto 8-10
Hargreaves, grist, one-eighth







Boy at plough, per day ~
Labourers, scarce,
per month 12-15
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Servant, men, per mo.,
found 12-15
Servant gir'ls, per week H
Mississil?pi River
Captains of steam boats.
per mo.
Pilots, P l' mo.
1 t. Engineers, per mo.






Deck bands and firemen
Co t of Living to















Labourer, per mo., found 16
minois State
Mechanic. per day, found H
Ditto, per day, not
fOllnd 11:




Bricklayer, per day H-U
ShipWl'ight H-2§
Carpenter H-2
Sashes, 5-7 cts. per pane
St. Louis
Mecba.nics, per day 2-2i
Nt'w Orleans




To New Orleans, June 1849, by the
Martha Wa hington:
Whi. b"y. per baIT I 0 75
Flour. per banel 0 40
Casting. pel' 100 lbs. 0 35
Bacon, butter, che
bedsteads, 0 25
Other small article~ 0 30-40
Lat'd, per ke'", 60 lb>=;. 0 15
Corn. p l' bu. 0 10_
Eggs, per barr I, 90 doz n 0 ,5
Hogs (alhe) each 0 75
Pork, per barrel 0 50
Horse., and cattle, each (; 0
Oats, p I' bu. 0 7tI
'rhi. is an average. They are lower




Corn, pel' bag of 21 bu. 0 12~
Meat, per barrel of 200 Ibs. 40-50
Cotton, per bale 62~c. to 1





Cotton, per bale 1 0
Passengers, 1st cabin,
found 12 0
From pper Red ni\'er:
Cotton, per bale 2-2~ 0
From Ja per County, on flat boats,
down the N ch s:
Cotton, pel' bale 2~ 0
To and From Shreeveport
To Hopkins County
per 100 lb . H 0
To Fa in County
P r 10 Ibs. H-2 0
FOll' yoke of oxen bl'ing 6 bales of
ot ')n, and make the journe. in
26 days
T Ph1f' :rill
Per 100 Ibs. 2-2~ 0
TEal's, p hur Coun y








Dry good, 5 cu. ft.
Ca tings, per 100 Ibs.
. 'ew Yorl<
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dols. cts. dols. cts.
From New Orleans Mola ses, per barrel, 0To Cincllmatti, June, 1849 40 gal. 1
Mackerel, per barrel, Il.Iinois River
300 lbs. 0 65 To St. Louis
Railroad iron, sugar, and Wheat, per bu. 0 3
general merchandise,
25 ~t. Louispel' 100 lbs. 0
Liverpool salt, per bag, To New Orleans
200 Ibs. 0 38 Beeves, each 5 0
Turk's Island salt, per bag, FlouT, per barrel 0 25
140 lbs. 0 28 Tobacco, per hogshead 21 0
List of Temperatures
The statements as to the latitude, longitude, and distance of places are





Apr. 15, 70 sun.
Apr. 16, 60 cabin, 10 AJI'I. 29.0
Apr. 17, 62 deck, 9 A.M.
Apr. 18, 65 midday
Apr. 58 after storm, midday
Apr. 19, 58 8 A.M. 30.0
68 sun, 12 A.M.
57 shade, 12 A.M.




Apr. 22, 56 cabin 29.8
50 deck, 12 A.M.
46 2 P.M.
Apr. 23, 66 sun, 8~ A.M.
58 ~hade, 8~ A.M.
6G shade, 12 A.M.
Water 66 in Guli Current
61 ,vi th breeze
Apr. 24, 72 sun, 8 A.M.
8G sun, 12~ A.M.
76 sun, H A.M.
Apr. 26, 52 deck, 8 A.M. 30.1
Apr. 26, 66 deck, 12 A.M. 30.0
Apr. 27, 47 shade, 8 A.M.
Apr. 28, 52 shade, 8i A.1'\'1. 30.15
63 sun
6:~ sun, 2~ P .. L
58 shade, 2~ P.M.
60 shade, 7 P.M.
Apr. 29 29.8
Apr. 30, 60 shade, 7 A.M. 30.08





47 14 23 15
44 40
43 48 44 24
43 20 49 20
42 18 55 4
41 6
41 28 58
41 20 63 32
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New York
No, Cos
N, LuI. Long W, Tt'!TnpCrr~lUre M'iles Arrival Dept. Con.... Cost Mile
40 25 74 8 May I. 94 sun. IH A.M. 3500 May I May 2 Packet L20 found
To Albany
42 15 74 30 147 May 2 May 3 St""mer 1/3
To Buffalo
13 16 79 0 May 3. 32 - & A.M. 325 May 3 MAY 9 RAil 0'/
To Niagara
43 37 79 0 22 May 4 May 4 Ste:n.rn~ 3~
To Buffalo
43 16 79 0 22 May 4 May 4 Rail '1 3~
To Detroit
42 80 sa 0 May 6. 60 cab. 12 deck. 86 827 May 4 May 7 Steamer y I ~
( fotrnd)
To New Uuffalo
41 46 86 16 69 1 P.M. 218 May 7 May 7 Rail 6 2!
To Chicago
42 0 87 80 40 May 8 Steamer 21
To LaSalle
42 26 89 16 May O. 84 run. 2 P.M. 98 May 9 GnnaJ 4
93 SUD. 2~ P.M. (found)
To St. Louis
38 46 00 ·10 May 10. 69 sun. 12~ P.M. 310 May 11 Steamar 3
85 2 P.M. (found)
M.ay 11. 70 desk. n A.M.
82 sun. 10~ A.,M.
80 shAde. 12 A.M.
823 P.M.
To Cairo
37 16 89 26 May 12. g.\ sun. 3 P.M.. 200 M~' 12 May 12 S~er 2
(found)
To New Orleans
30 0 90 0 78 sbade, 8 P.M. 1040 May 17 May 17 St""",er 10
70 shade. H P.M. (fouod)
May 13. ll9 ,'Un. 9 A,M.
72 .bade
10·) sun, stAnding. 12 A.M.
% suo, roDvin!!,. 12 A.M.
7 sbade. mov; e~
70 shade. mavinI<'. 8 P.M.
6,\ sbade. moving. 8i P,M.
62 shade. moving. 96 P.M.
May 11. 66 shade. moving. 6A A.M.
102 sun. shade, 8i A.M.
85 shade
78 shade. moving
2 doudy. 12 A.M.
71 doudy. H A.M.
72 cloudy. '1 A.M,
M"y 16. 79 cloudy. 8 A.M.
71 raIn. 16 P.M.
70 raln.i! P.M.
69 raill. 8t P.M.
May 16. 66 I A.M.
7S shade. movin~. 7b A.M.
80 sun. movin,... 8~ A.M.
75 shade. rnovi ns::
97 aun. Iia A-M.
80 shade
82 sun, cloudy. 12~ P.M.
102 .un. stRnWng. 2 P.M.
78 shude. moving. 2 P.M.
7 min, H P.M.
May l7. 76 7Q A.M.
106 sU'n, mo~lng. H P.lII.
S shAde. moving
72, 81; P.M.. -
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To Shreeveport
No. Per
N. Lat. Long W. Temperature Miles Arrival Dept. Conv. Cost Mile
32 80 93 45 May 18. 94 sun. n A.M. 785 May 21 May 22 Steamer 11) 1-1/8
78 shade. n A.M.
79 shade. 2. P.M.
86 sun. wind. 5 P.M.
82 shade. 5 P.M.
78 shade. 7 P.M.
May 19. 76 sun. 6l A.M.
70 shade, 6~ A.M.
102 sun, 10z A.M.
82 shade, S P.M.
79 shade, 6! P.M.
76 shade. 10~ P.M.
May 20. 72 shade, 8 A.M.
83 wade. lOt A.M.




32 46 94 30 May 22, 84 shade, 12 noon 98 May 23 Steamer 4 4
112 sun. 3~ P.M. (found)
88 shade. Si P.M.
7B. 10~ P.M.
May 28. 106 sun. 2~ P.M.
86 shade. 21 P.M.
78 shade. 7l P.M.
:Mr. Prewit~ Cass County
May 24. 86, 3 P.M. May 24 May 25 Horse 1t 3
Mr. Peacocl4 Titus County
3a 0 94 45 May 26. 70, 81 A.M.
8D, 12 A.M.
82. 41 P.M.
May 2572 spring water May 26 Hor~ 1 23
Captain Binion, Titus County
88 15 96 May 26, 77. 7i P.M. May 26 May 28 Horse 24
Mount Pleasant
May 27, 112 sun. 1~ P.M.
May 28, 64 sun. 7 A.M.
Mr. Thomas, Hopkins County
83 20 95 ~O May 28. 79. 9 P.M. May 28 May 29 Horse 1 25
Tarrant
May 29. 68 cold. 5~ A.M.
70 rain, 1i P.M.
Mr. France, Hopkins County
May 31. 82 shade, 31 P.M. May 29 May SO Horse 1 27
Mr. Worthington, Lamar County
May 31, 62 well water May 80 May 30 Horse 10
Mr. Houndshell, Lamar County
June 1, 90 SWl. Iii A.M. May 81 June 1 Horse 1; 9
Mr. Morgan, Lamar County
33 40 95 50 June 1. 88 shade. 2 P.M. June 1 June 2 Horse 22
Paris
June I, 108 sun. 2 P.M.
•June 2. liO cloudy. n A.M.
76. 9 P.M.
Jud~e English, Fannin County
33 50 9& 15 June 3. 82. 2 P.M. June 2 June 6 Horse t 80
Bonham 60. well water
June 4. &2 shade. S P.M.
June 5, 74 ahaue, 7 A.M.
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Mr. Roberts, Collins County
No. Per
N. Lat. Long W. Tcm.perature Miles AnivsJ. Dept. Conv. Cost Mile
June 6. 74, 12i A.M. June 7 .Tune 7 Horse 26
78 creek water, shallow
June 7, 88 sun, 9 A.M.
108 sun, 12~ P.M.
88 creek water, shallow
Mr. Dixon, Collins County
33 15 9l) 55 June 8, 78, 7i A.M. June 7 June 8 Horse f 20
McKinney 100 SUD, 31 P.M.
66 spring water
Dr. COlUlever, Dallas County
32 40 96 40 June 8 .Tune 9 Horse t 24
Mr. Beeman, Dallas County
June 10, 86 cloudy, lOi A.M. June 9 June 10 Horse 9
gg shade, 12 A.M.
95 BUn. 1 A.M.
80 sun, 7 P.M.
:Mr. Kyser, Kaufman County
June 11, 84. S. A.M. June 10 June 11 Horse 15
Mr. Sullivan, Kaufman County
June 12, 7&, 7 A.M. June 11 June 12 Horse t 30
Mr. MeGee, Van Zampt County
32. 35 94 40 June 12 June 13 HDrse i 24
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